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h i g h l i g h t s
� New fundamental theory and methods developed for dead-ended fuel supply systems.

� Methods allow studying recirculation loop gas dynamics within purge cycle timeframe.

� In-situ determination of membrane crossover demonstrated.

� Methane evaluated as tracer gas for determining impurity enrichment ratios.
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This work presents a fundamental theory and methods for understanding the gas

composition dynamics in PEMFC anode fuel supply compartments operated dead-ended

with recirculation. The methods are applied to measurement data obtained from a

PEMFC system operated with a 1 kW short stack.

We show how fuel utilisation and stack efficiency, two key factors determining how

well a fuel supply system performs, are coupled through the anode gas composition.

The developed methods allow determination of the anode fuel supply molar balance,

giving access to the membrane crossover rates and the extent of recirculated gas

exchanged to fresh fuel during a purge. A methane tracer gas is also evaluated for esti-

mating fuel impurity enrichment ratios.

The above theory and methods may be applied in modelling and experimental research

activities related to defining hydrogen fuel quality standards, as well as for developing

more efficient and robust PEMFC system operation strategies.

© 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Hydrogen Energy Publications

LLC. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by/4.0/).
Introduction

Hydrogen ðH2Þ is one of the alternative energy carriers

currently in trial to replace fossil fuels in the transport sector.
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Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are at the

core of this approach, thanks to their relatively high power

density, which is practical in heavy-duty transport applica-

tions. For broader adaptation of the technology, cost re-

ductions and improvements in efficiency are still sought, both
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Nomenclature

Physical variables

ε Fuel feed fraction

h H2 feed fraction or efficiency

4 Fuel retention fraction

u Recirculated gas exchange fraction

E Stack mean voltage (V)

H Humidity (RH-%)

I Stack current (A)

k Membrane permeability ðmol s�1cm�1bar�1Þ
n Number of cells in stack
_n Molar flow rate (lns

�1) or ðmol s�1Þ
N Mole amount ðlnÞ or (mol)

N Effective mole amount (ln) or (mol)

p Pressure (barg) or (bara)

t Time (s)

tc Purge cycle duration (s)

tp Purge valve open duration (s)

x Mole fraction, amount fraction

T Temperature (K) or (�C)

Physical constants

E0
LHV Thermoneutral voltage, 1.253 V

F Faraday constant, 96485.3329 A s mol-1

p0 Normal pressure, 1.01325 bara

T0 Normal temperature, 0 �C or 273.15 K

Vm Molar volume, 22.414 lnmol�1

Fit variables

a Fit enrichment slope (s)

b Fit steady-state mole fraction

g Fit auxiliary parameter

s Fit steady-state approach constant (s)

t Fit mixing time constant (s)

t' Scaled time for characteristic curve fits (s)

Sub- and superscripts

0 Characteristic curve x-axis intersection

100 Purge cycle duration of 100.95 s

200 Purge cycle duration of 200.95 s

400 Purge cycle duration of 400.95 s

c Consumption

e Electric

f Fuel or fuel feed

i Stack inlet

j Substance/species index

l Leak

m Membrane or crossover

o Stack outlet

p Purge

r Reaction

R Recirculation or recirculated gas

S Sampling

* Tracer gas

Special notation

N ¼ R tc0 _ndt Mole amount integral over purge cyclee_n ¼ 1
tc

R tc
0

_ndt Average molar flow over purge cycle

x ¼ xð0)tÞ Post-purge value, dead-end slope start

x ¼ xðt/tcÞ Pre-purge value, dead-end slope stop

Dx ¼ x� x Composition step over purge event
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in H2 supply infrastructure and in fuel cell vehicle fleets

themselves. Fuel quality, anode fuel supply system configu-

ration and its operation routines play a major role in the ef-

ficiency of a PEMFC system. The anode operational

environment determines how much of the H2 can be har-

nessed in useful reactions and also how different fuel impu-

rities may affect stack efficiency. The purpose of the anode

fuel supply system is to evenly distribute sufficient amount of

H2 throughout the fuel cell stack active area, while simulta-

neously removing excess gaseous impurities and liquid water

droplets. Ensuring sufficient reactant distribution is impor-

tant, as local H2 starvation may lead to cathode catalyst sup-

port corrosion [1,2] through reverse current decay [3]. The

most common fuel supply configurations include flow-

through and dead-end anodes, which both may be used

either with or without anode gas recirculation [4,5]. In the

flow-through configuration, the fuel is fed to the stack anode

inlet in excess to the consumption and the unused fuel is

discarded from the stack outlet as a constant bleed. The

excess flow effectively flushes out any impurities and water

droplets, ensuring that reactant is also available near the

stack outlet regions, but at the same time a lot of H2 is wasted

[6]. In a dead-ended configuration, the fuel feed into the stack

equals to the rate of consumption and the stack outlet port is
essentially closed. In terms of fuel utilisation, this seems to be

a better option, but due to impurities accumulating in the

stack outlet regions, the anode needs to be purged by regularly

opening the outlet port for a short duration [4]. Based on the

way the unused fuel is expelled, we can also refer to the flow-

through and dead-ended configurations as bleed and purge

modes [7].

In addition, both of the fuel supply configurations may be

equippedwith anode gas recirculation, whichmeans applying

a forced flow from the stack anode outlet back to the inlet. The

recirculation loop runs in parallel to the main fuel supply

method, increasing the flow rate through the stack anode and

helping to better distribute reactants and humidity inside the

stack, and remove droplets [6]. The choice of fuel supply

configuration is essentially a compromise between fuel uti-

lisation and sufficient reactant distribution, which both affect

the final system efficiency. Most commercial PEMFC systems

employ the dead-ended configuration with anode recircula-

tion, which allows high fuel utilisation without sacrificing

decent reactant and humidity distribution at stack and cell

level. The precise level of fuel utilisation is also easily

controlled through the purge valve operation cycle. Moreover,

using a purge pulse has the advantage of effectively removing

water droplets from the anode flow field channels [6,8].

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2020.04.252
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Fig. 1 e Simplified diagram of anode fuel supply

configuration, showing the mass flows ( _n) and gas

compositions (xj) in anode compartment. Superscript f

stands for fuel feed, i for stack inlet mixture, R for

recirculation, and p for purged gas. In addition, the total

consumption is denoted by c, which includes r for

reactions, m for membrane crossover and l for leaks. The

composition, xpj , of the exiting purge gas flow, _np, changes

over the purge valve open duration, depending on the
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Finding the optimal balance between impurity accumulation

and fuel utilisation has long been a topic of interest [8e12].

Most of the studies seek the optimum by varying the purge

valve operation cycle parameters [8] or recirculation flow rate

[11], while recording their effects in fuel consumption and cell

voltages. However, to form a better understanding of the

actual problem, we need to directly study the gas composition

within the fuel supply system [8,9,12]. Fuel utilisation cannot

be increased to arbitrarily high numbers, as impurities

permeating from the cathode side and enteringwithin the fuel

feed will start to decrease the cell voltages and stack electrical

efficiency. Some impurities ðN2; Ar; He; etc:Þ are inert and

mainly dilute the fuel feed, hindering H2 transfer to the cata-

lyst sites, whereas some contaminants ðCO; H2S; etc:Þ directly
attack the catalyst sites, blocking the site from the H2 oxida-

tion reaction (HOR).

As polymer electrolyte membranes have also grown

thinner in recent years, knowing the amount of gases

permeating through the membrane is becoming increasingly

important [13,14]. When using pure enough fuel, membrane

permeation becomes the limiting factor for further increasing

fuel utilisation. Thus, having the correct tools to quantify fuel

utilisation, fuel quality, membrane permeation and their

respective effects on the overall fuel cell system efficiency is

important for fuel cell system designers, as well as in the field

of H2 production and quality control.

Fuel impurity effects on PEMFCs have been studied

extensively [15,16], but only rarely together with anode recir-

culation [7,17]. Matsuda et al. [17] demonstrated the accu-

mulation behaviour of impurities in a single cell set-up

employing anode recirculation and gas sampling from the

anode purge gas. Although single cell set-ups are convenient

for studying the underlying electrochemical processes, the

ratio of anode compartment volume to cell active area is often

very high and the gas composition evolution lacks the purge

duty cycle-related dynamics present in larger PEMFC systems

[7]. Experimental works on impurity effects at stack and sys-

tem level are scarce and have mostly focused on inert gas

accumulation. On-line H2 sensors have been used in the

recirculation loop to study the effect of inert gas originating

from membrane crossover [18] or from the fuel feed [12]. For

trace impurities, the accumulation has been studied with CO2

and O2 [14], as well as with CO, HCHO and HCOOH [19].

Although all of the aforementioned system-level studies

provide valuable insight on the accumulation behaviour of

various impurities, none of these thoroughly address how the

recirculated gas composition evolves within single purge duty

cycle resolution. This knowledge is essential for understand-

ing what are the key phenomena and their contribution to the

fuel supply system performance. In this work, we present a

theoretical framework and methods for studying the gas

composition dynamics in dead-ended anode with recircula-

tion loop and periodic purge operation.

With experimental data measured on a 1 kW PEMFC sys-

tem, we both evaluate the theory and apply the proposed

methods to provide valuable information on the performance

of the anode fuel supply system, including fuel utilisation,

membrane gas permeation rates and gas composition dy-

namics related to the purge event.
Theory

In this section we introduce the principles for studying the

anode fuel supply system. For brevity, we focus only on a fuel

supply configuration where a recirculation pump is combined

with a purge valve. The same principles may also be applied

for flow through anodes, or systems with other means of

recirculation or H2 recycling. We also limit the analysis to a

static operation point, where all the operation parameters are

kept constant. At this point we also make a clear distinction

between fuel and hydrogen, which is essential for under-

standing the theory. We define fuel as a gas mixture, that

contains at least H2, but usually also impurities such as N2,

CO2, Ar, He, CH4, CO, and H2O. By hydrogen, we explicitlymean

the gas fraction that is composed solely of H2 molecules.

Especially with large amounts of fuel impurities or high

membrane permeation rates, analysis based on all species

starts to differ from those based on H2 only. Unless otherwise

stated, throughout this analysis we are using dry basis (d.b.)

molar fractions, so water vapour, although present in the

anode, has been omitted for simplicity. However, water con-

tent still needs to be measured or estimated in most cases to

determine the dry basis gas composition.

Anode molar balance

Fig. 1 depicts the anode fuel supply set-up examined in this

work. Fresh fuel is fed through a pressure regulator that

controls the fuel flow rate, _nf , to maintain the regulator's
downstream pressure constant, thus matching the con-

sumption _nc. The recirculation pump controls the flow rate of

recirculated gas, _nR, that is mixed with the fuel feed to form

the stack inlet mixture _ni. A purge valve at stack outlet is
composition of the gases flowing through the valve.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2020.04.252
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Fig. 2 e Illustration of anode fuel supply flow patterns in

periodic purge operation. The left side shows how the fuel

flow, _nf , and the baseline consumption, _nc, evolve over one

purge cycle duration tc. The right side depicts how fuel

flow, _nf , purged gas flow, _np, and anode compartment

pressure, pan, react to purge valve being open for duration

tp. The shown flow and pressure patterns are exemplar

and the true profiles depend on system configuration and
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opened periodically to expel accumulated impurities. The gas

exiting from the anode through the purge valve, _np, is shown

on the right side of the diagram.

The diagram also depicts the different gas compositions

present in the anode compartment volumes. Mole fractions

for species j are denoted as xfj for fresh fuel feed (turquoise), xij

for inlet mixture (violet) and xRj for recirculated gas (crimson).

The purged gas composition, xpj , is a result from themixing

of the gases passing through the purge valve, with the largest

fraction typically originating from the recirculated gas. Con-

sumption commonly refers to the gas consumption in the

main fuel cell reactions, but we prefer to also include mem-

brane crossover and leaks to this value, as they also act to the

anode compartment gas balance at a constant rate. Thus, we

define the total consumption, _nc, as

_nc ¼ _nr þ _nm þ _nl (1)

where _nr is the gas utilised in reactions, _nm is the membrane

crossover, and _nl are the leaks.

The consumption of H2 in HOR may be solved as

_nr
H2 ¼

I,n
2F

(2)

where I is the stack current, n is the number of cells, and F is

the Faraday constant. For other species we define the reaction

consumption to be zero, thus _nr
:¼ _nr

H2.

We define the membrane crossover, _nm, as the net sum of

permeation rates from the anode to cathode, and from the

cathode to anode, where the positive direction is from anode

to cathode. For H2, we further define the crossover to also

include H2 lost due to O2 crossover from cathode, given as

_nm
H2 : ¼ _nm

H2ðTot:Þ¼ _nm
H2ðAn:/Cat:Þ þ 2 _nm

O2ðCat:)An:Þ: (3)

The leaks, _nl, include gas flows from the anode fuel supply

compartment and stack to the surrounding ambient air or

coolant.

Fig. 2 depicts how the fuel flow rates vary if fuel supply is

operated with periodic purge cycle defined by the purge cycle

total duration tc and valve open duration tp. When the purge

valve is opened at t0, the gas flow through the valve orifice is

first driven by anode compartment pressure, then approaches

the pressure regulator flow throughput, and finally stops

when the valve is closed at t0 þ tp. In the fuel feed upstream, an

accelerating flow is observed until the purge valve starts to

close or regulator maximum flow is reached. After valve

closure, the fuel feed flow decelerates to the steady level

dictated by the consumption _nc.

Due to the timingmismatch between fuel supply and purge

flow peaks during the purge event, the average pressure in the

anode compartment, pan, momentarily decreases below the

regulated pressure, preg. The pressure may also make an

overshoot above the regulated level, if the regulator

throughput deceleration is slow.

Balance over the purge cycle

To analyse the fuel molar balance, we define the fuel fed, Nf ,

gas purged, Np, and gas consumed, Nc, over one purge cycle as
Nf ¼
Ztc
0

_nfdt (4)

Np ¼
Ztc
0

_npdt (5)

Nc ¼
Ztc
0

_ncdt; (6)

where the cycle spans from t0 ¼ 0 to tc.

The conservation of mass requires that

Nf ¼Nc þNp: (7)

As shown in the right side of Fig. 2, this means that the fuel

feed peak area Nf �Nc needs to equal to the amount of gas

purged, Np, over one purge cycle, as the pressure of the anode

compartment returns to its regulated value after the purge

event. The composition xp
j of the purged gas flow _np travelling

through the valve is usually not constant but changes over the

purge valve open duration tp (see Fig. 1). The majority of the

purged gas is typically composed of the recirculated gas,

which fills the volumes closest to the purge valve. Depending

on purge valve open duration and on the flow dynamics of the

gases, some stack inlet mixture and eventually some fresh

fuel may also exit through the valve.

Therefore, instead of xpj , a more useful variable is the

averagemolar fraction within the gas expelled during a purge,

~xpj , which is defined as

~xp
j ¼

1

Np

Ztp
0

xp
j
_npdt: (8)
operation parameters.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2020.04.252
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Thus, ~xp
j is in essence themolar fraction observed in the gas

from a single purge, when perfectly mixed.

The total consumption, Nc, which forms the baseline flow

rate area in Fig. 2, is further composed as

Nc ¼Nr þNm þNl ¼
Ztc
0

_nrdtþ
Ztc
0

_nmdtþ
Ztc
0

_nldt; (9)

where Nr ¼ Nr
H2 is the H2 utilisation in reactions, Nm is the net

membrane crossover, and Nl are the anode compartment

leaks.

Fuel and H2 utilisation fractions
Based on mass balance over one purge cycle, we can define a

set of fuel and H2 feed fractions, that compare specific gas

flows or consumptions against the fuel or H2 fed into the

anode compartment.

We start from the fuel feed fractions, ε, which are based on

the amount of fuel fed. The fuel consumption fraction, εc, and

fuel purge fraction, εp, are given as

εc ¼Gas consumed ðor addedÞ per cycle
Fuel fed per cycle

¼ Nc

Nf
(10)

εp ¼Gas purged per cycle
Fuel fed per cycle

¼ Np

Nf
: (11)

Moreover, the fuel reaction fraction, εr, membrane cross-

over fraction, εm, and leak fraction, εl, are defined as

εr ¼Gas utilised in reactions per cycle
Fuel fed per cycle

¼ Nr

Nf
(12)

εm ¼Gas crossover per cycle
Fuel fed per cycle

¼ Nm

Nf
(13)

εl ¼Gas leaked per cycle
Fuel fed per cycle

¼ Nl

Nf
: (14)

Based on Eqs. (7) and (9) to (14) we can also see that the sum

of fuel consumption fraction, εc, and purge fraction, εp, equals

one, and that the fuel consumption fraction εc equals the sum

of the reaction ðεrÞ, membrane crossover ðεmÞ and leak ðεlÞ
fractions.

εc ¼ 1� εp ¼ εr þ εm þ εl: (15)

Similarly, we can also define H2 feed fractions h based on

the H2 balance over one purge cycle. The H2 entering the

anode within the fuel feed needs to equal to the amount of H2

consumed and purged,

xf
H2N

f ¼Nc
H2 þ ~xp

H2N
p; (16)

where xf
H2 is the H2 molar fraction in the fuel, Nc

H2 is the H2

consumption, and ~xp
H2 is the average H2 molar fraction in the

purged gas, given in Eq. (8).

Thus, we can define the H2 consumption fraction, hc, as

hc ¼
H2 consumed per cycle

H2 fed per cycle
¼ Nc

H2

xf
H2N

f
: (17)

By rearranging Eq. (17) and referring to Eq. (10), we can see
how the H2 consumption fraction, hc, relates to the total fuel

consumption fraction, εc,

hc ¼
Nc

H2

xf
H2N

f
¼ Nc

H2

xf
H2N

c

Nc

Nf
¼ Nc

H2

xf
H2N

c
εc: (18)

For the H2 purge fraction, hp, we have

hp ¼
H2 purged per cycle
H2 fed per cycle

¼ ~xp
H2

xf
H2

Np

Nf
¼ ~xp

H2

xf
H2

εp: (19)

Again, we can split the total H2 consumption fraction, hc,

into its subcomponents, including H2 utilisation fraction, hr,

H2 membrane crossover fraction, hm, and H2 leak fraction, hl,

defined as

hr ¼
H2 utilised in reactions per cycle

H2 fed per cycle
¼ Nr

H2

xf
H2N

f
(20)

hm ¼H2 crossover per cycle
H2 fed per cycle

¼ Nm
H2

xf
H2N

f
(21)

hl ¼
H2 leaked per cycle
H2 fed per cycle

¼ Nl
H2

xf
H2N

f
: (22)

The H2 utilisation fraction, hr, is sometimes referred to as

fuel utilisation, which may cause confusion with respect to

our definitions treating hydrogen and fuel as separate

concepts.

Similarly for the H2 feed fractions, we have that the sum of

H2 consumption fraction, hc, and purge fraction, hp, must

equal to one. On the other hand, the H2 consumption fraction,

hc, is a sum of the reaction ðhrÞ, membrane crossover ðhmÞ and
leak ðhlÞ fractions.

hc ¼ 1� hp ¼ hr þ hm þ hl: (23)

Recirculation loop molar balance

So far we have considered the total mass balance over the

anode, based on the mass input and output over a full purge

cycle. To understand the gas dynamics during the purge

cycle, we also need to study the gas composition evolution

inside the fuel supply compartment. During the dead-ended

period between purges, there is actually less H2 fed into the

anode compartment than is consumed, which results in

decreasing H2 content in the recirculated gas. On the other

hand, the impurities entering within the fuel and through

the membrane replace the excess H2 consumed from the

recirculated gas. Thus, the recirculation loop conditions are

always in transient state, not only due to the purges, but also

because H2 is selectively removed from the anode compart-

ment, while all the other species accumulate. Hence, during

the dead-ended operation period, we should observe a

steady slope in the amount of accumulated impurities,

which is periodically deflected during the purge, as part of

these impurities are expelled and replaced by fresh fuel. For

brevity, we will limit this section for species that have a

linear accumulation slope. The same approach can be

applied for other types of accumulation, as discussed later

on.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2020.04.252
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Fig. 3 e Exemplar recirculated gas composition evolution

and resulting gas sampling instrument response. Dry basis

molar fraction in the recirculated gas, xRj , shown in red and

the sampled dry basis molar fraction, xSj , shown in purple.

The pre-purge (xj) and post-purge (xj) values are shown for

both curves, together with the step over the purge event,

Dxj. The sampled value lags behind the true value due to

gas mixing effects.
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Measurable and theoretical gas composition profiles

The dry basis molar fraction in the recirculated gas, xRj , should

in principle follow a sawtooth-type profile, as shown in Fig. 3

by the red curve. For this profile, we approximate that the

purge event occurs instantaneously at t0 (step response), after

which the dead-end operation continues until the next purge

at t0 þ tc. While in reality the purge event takes some finite

amount of time, the event duration is typically very short

compared to the total purge cycle duration.

Even though the gas exchange occurring during the purge is

fast, the actual measurement response is much slower, as

illustrated by the purple curve, xSj , in Fig. 3. This lag results from

the gas mixing in the anode compartment and the dead-ended

branches (see dead-leg in Fig. 1), as well as from the mixing in

the possible sampling loop arrangement and response char-

acteristics of themeasurement instrument itself. Thesemixing

effects may be reduced, for instance by removing excess gas

volumes, but can never be completely eliminated. After the gas

is fully mixed, the curve returns to a steady slope. The

measurable quantity, xSj , and the theoretical value we want to

use in our analysis, xRj , are related through a differential

equation, presented in Appendix A. The solution shows that

the slope during the dead-ended operation period is not

affected by themixing after the post-purge lag dies away. Thus,

for the step in the molar fraction over the purge event, both for

the theoretical, DxRj , and measured value, DxSj , we have

DxR
j ¼ xR

j � xR
j ¼ DxS

j ¼ xS
j � xS

j ; (24)

where xR
j and xR

j are the pre-purge and post-purge molar

fractions of species j in recirculated gas, whereas xS
j is the
measured pre-purge molar fraction, and xS
j is the post-purge

molar fraction extrapolated from the measured slope to t0.

Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3, the difference in maximum

values of the molar fractions are related through

xR
j �xS

j ¼
t

tc
DxR

j ; (25)

where t is the characteristic time scale for the mixing.

Effective recirculated gas mole amount
To understand how the dead-end slopes are formed, we need

to examine the gas mixture this process takes place in. Fig. 1

illustrates the anode fuel supply system gas volumes, where

for simplicity we assume that the stack is half occupied with

the recirculated gas and half occupied with the stack inlet

mixture, which again is composed of fresh fuel and recircu-

lated gas. The sections of the recirculation system where

impurity accumulation (or consumption of H2) takes place are

the amount of moles at inlet, Ni, and at the recirculation loop,

NR. Wemay further divide the inlet mole amount, Ni, into two

portions, one which is composed of fresh fuel and another

that is composed of recirculated gas

Ni ¼ Ni
_nf

_ni|ffl{zffl}
Fresh fuel

þ Ni
_nR

_ni
;|fflffl{zfflffl}

Recirc: gas

(26)

where the inlet flow, _ni, is a sum of the fuel feed flow, _nf , and

the recirculated gas flow, _nR,

_ni ¼ _nf þ _nR
: (27)

Nowwe can define the effective recirculatedmole amount,

NR. This is the fundamental variable representing the group of

gas molecules where impurity accumulation process takes

place during the dead-end period and from where gas is

exchanged to fresh fuel during purge. The mole amount NR is

formed by adding the amount of recirculated gas at stack inlet

to the recirculation branch mole amount NR

NR ¼ Ni
_nR

_ni|ffl{zffl}
Recirc: gas at stack inlet

þNR: (28)

The rest of the anode fuel supply compartment is simply

considered to be filled with fresh fuel, with no change in

composition. A more detailed explanation of how to deter-

mine effective recirculated gas mole amount is given in

Appendix B.

Purge event equations
The purged gas, Np, is formed as a mixture of the different

composition gases present in the anode compartment, as

shown in Fig. 1. To make the analysis easier, we again assume

that the anode compartment dry gas volumes are filled with

either fresh fuel or recirculated gas. Therefore the volume

section, where at least some fresh fuel exists, extends from

the fuel feed until near the stack outlet, where H2 is no longer

consumed from the gas stream. This means that even with a

short purge open duration, some fresh fuel may travel from

stack outlet to the purge valve and slip through. In this case,
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the amount of recirculated gas removed from the anode does

not necessarily equal the amount of gas, Np, expelled from the

anode compartment. And furthermore, the purged gas

composition, ~xpj , does not necessarily match the recirculated

gas composition, xRj , preceding the purge event.

To proceed,we denoteNp as the amount of recirculated gas

removed from the anode compartment during purge. Based

on this we define u as the fraction of recirculated gas

exchanged to fresh fuel during purge event,

u¼Np

NR: (29)

Thus, if u ¼ 1, all the recirculated gas is exchanged to fresh

fuel during purge event, and with u ¼ 0 none of it is

exchanged. In essence, the fraction u tells us how effective the

fuel supply arrangement is at removing accumulated gas from

the recirculation loop.

From fresh fuel perspective we define 4 as the fuel reten-

tion fraction, which represents the portion of the fresh fuel

entering the anode compartment during purge event that is

retained there without exiting directly through the purge

valve. For 4 we have

4¼Np

Np
: (30)

Hence, if 4 ¼ 1, all fresh fuel delivered during purge is

retained in the anode compartment, but if 4<1, some of the

fresh fuel is lost with the purged gas.

As the amount of recirculated gas removed from the anode,

Np, must equal to the amount of fresh fuel retained in the

anode compartment, we also get that

uNR ¼4Np ¼ Np: (31)

Fraction 4 also defines the amount recirculated gas

mixture present in the purged gas, and we can write the bal-

ance over the purge event for species j as

~xp
j N

p|fflffl{zfflffl}
Gas exiting

through valve

¼ xR
j 4N

p|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
Gas removed

from recirc: loop

þ xf
j ð1� 4ÞNp:|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Fuel directly exiting

through valve

(32)

By eliminating Np we get the purged gas mole fraction for

species j as

~xp
j ¼ xR

j 4þ xf
j ð1�4Þ¼4

�
xR
j � xf

j

�
þ xf

j ; (33)

which allows us to link back to the definitions in Section

Anode molar balance, as further explained in Section

Methods.

Full purge cycle equations
Now, with the dead-ended period and the purge event

relations defined, we can complete the cycle. If we assume

that the operation is in a quasi-steady state, that is, the

gas composition profiles between consecutive purge cycles

are identical, the two main relations for processes

affecting the recirculated gas composition can be written

as follows.

The first one is the balance over the purge event
xR
j N

R|fflffl{zfflffl}
Pre�purge

state

¼ xR
j N

R|fflffl{zfflffl}
Pre�purge

state

� xR
j uN

R|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
Gas removed

from recirc: loop

þ xf
juN

R;|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
Gas entering

recirc: loop

(34)

and the second one is the balance over the dead-ended period

xR
j N

R|fflffl{zfflffl}
Pre�purge

state

¼ xR
j N

R|fflffl{zfflffl}
Post�purge

state

þ xf
j N

c|ffl{zffl}
Gas entering

recirc: loop

� Nc
j :|{z}

Gas consumed

from recirc: loop

(35)

By rearranging Eqs. (34) and (35), we get a solution that

links together the anode fuel balance-related variables to the

gas composition observed in the recirculation loop

xR
j ¼xf

j þ
1
u

xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR (36)

xR
j ¼xf

j þ
1� u

u

xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR (37)

DxR
j ¼ xR

j � xR
j ¼

xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR : (38)

The sawtooth cycle profile of this solution is defined either

by the two extreme values, xR
j and xR

j , or alternatively by

offset and step values, xR
j and DxR

j . In addition to these steady-

state formulas, we may also solve the general form of the

purge cycle governing equations that are presented in

Appendix C.

From the above relations it is evident that the step over

purge event, DxRj , increases with smaller amounts of anode

recirculated gas, NR. Thus, smaller anode compartment vol-

umes compared to the stack active area will result in steeper

impurity accumulation slopes. The offset xRj increases when

less gas is exchanged for fresh fuel in the recirculation loop

during a purge event, as given by Np ¼ uNR. Hence, with less

frequent purges and smaller amounts of gas purged, the

observed maximum impurity molar fractions are expected to

increase.

The absolute molar fractions, xRj and xRj , in Eqs. (36)e(38)

depend on gas exchange fraction u, but the step DxRj over

the purge event does not, as it is only dependent on the pro-

cesses occurring during the dead-ended period. This means

that, in principle, the accumulation slope should remain

roughly the same, irrespective of the purge cycle parameters,

as long as the fuel composition, amount of effective recircu-

lated gas, NR, and current drawn from the stack is kept

constant.

By eliminating the consumption (Nc andNc
j ) from equations

Eqs. (36)e(38) we also find that

u¼ xR
j � xR

j

xR
j � xf

j

¼ DxR
j

xR
j � xf

j

; (39)

which is directly solved from the gas composition step, DxR
j ,

and maximum offset deviation from fuel composition xR
j � xf

j .
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Implications of constant dead-end slope

Given that the recirculated gas composition xRj follows a

sawtooth profile established in the previous sections, we may

further investigate how the profile changes when purge cycle

duration tc is altered while keeping other operation parame-

ters constant.

When tc is increased, the recirculated gas is subjected to a

longer period of impurity accumulation during the dead-end

period. If the same amount of recirculated gas is still

exchanged to fresh fuel during the purge event, the recircu-

lated gas is also less frequently flushed with the fresh fuel.

Because of these two factors, the new steady-state profile

should result in increased pre-purge molar fraction xRj and

also in higher step value DxRj over the purge event. On the

other hand, when tc is decreased, the recirculated gas

composition profile reaches a steady-state where the pre-

purge molar fraction and step values will decrease.

If the dead-end slope remains constant with respect to the

purge cycle duration tc, we can in principle use any recorded

sawtooth profile to calculate how the recirculated gas

composition would look with another purge cycle duration.

This is illustrated in Fig. 4, which displays three exemplar

steady-state trajectories, with purge cycle durations of tc=2, tc,

and 2tc.

We see that the second dead-end slopes from each tra-

jectory form a line. By extrapolating this line towards t ¼ 0,

we approach a case where the purge valve is always open and

the recirculated gas composition equals to the fresh fuel

composition xfj . This line, which we refer to as the charac-

teristic curve, can be expressed as

xR
j ðtÞ¼ xf

j þ ajðtþ tcÞ; (40)
Fig. 4 e Recirculated gas composition profiles with respect

to varying purge cycle duration. The middle curve

(crimson) shows the base case with a cycle duration of tc.

The upper curve (green) illustrates expected composition

profile when purge cycle duration is doubled to 2tc,

whereas the lower curve (orange) illustrates the case

where purge cycle duration is halved to tc=2. The second

slope from each case falls over a characteristic line

intersecting the x-axis at xfj .
where xR
j is the recirculated gas molar fraction, xf

j the fuel

molar fraction at x-axis intersection, aj the dead-end slope, t

the time elapsed since last purge, and tc the purge cycle

duration.

Thus, in the circumstances where the dead-end slope is

constant, Eq. (40) can be used to predict how the purge cycle

duration affects the impurity molar fractions observed in the

recirculation loop. The derivation of these characteristic

curves and the related time mappings are presented in more

detail in Appendix D.

We should note that changing the purge cycle parameters

does alter the amount of water vapour present in the fuel

supply compartment. This directly affects the amount of dry

recirculated gas NR, which alters the slope aj. The water

vapour content also affects the membrane water content and

its gas permeability, as well as the leak rates through changes

in gas viscosity.

Nevertheless, a constant dead-end slope may still be a

reasonable assumption because the slope is dominated by H2

consumption in the fuel cell reactions.
Experimental

Methods

In this section, we apply the previously presented theory to

determine the fuel molar balance and gas composition related

variables from PEMFC system operational data.

The calculation process is illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows

the initial measurable quantities and the resulting calculated

variables. We will go through the equations in more detail,

starting from the top left of the flow chart, with the fuel feed
Fig. 5 e Flow chart for calculation of fuel supply related

variables. Measurable quantities are denoted with twofold

outlines. The arrows denote the direction of the calculation

and required input. The left side shows variables that can

be measured or determined without having access inside

the fuel cell system, whereas the variables shown on the

right need access inside the system.
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flow rate _nf , stack current I, mean cell voltage E, fuel compo-

sition xfj , and purge gas composition ~xpj , and then propagating

downwards. These values, shown on the left side of Fig. 5,may

be measured without access inside the fuel cell system.

In addition, we will investigate what additional informa-

tion is gained by adding the anode recirculation loop gas

composition xRj , the effective recirculated mole amount NR

and leak rates Nl
j to the data set, as shown on the right side of

Fig. 5. These values require access inside the fuel cell system,

which may not be possible in all applications.

Fuel flow data based methods
Mass flow meters (MFMs) are commonly used to measure

gaseous flows. Tomonitor the fuel feed flow, _nf , into the anode

compartment, the best location for MFM is in the fuel feed line

upstream of the pressure regulator. As the flow peak during

purge is very short in duration, the flow meter must have a

sufficiently fast response time, and data needs to be recorded

with a few ms resolution. Another option is to broaden the

peak, without affecting the peak area.

Once the flow data is recorded, it is integrated to determine

the areas under curve for total fuel feed, Nf , baseline, Nc, and

peak, Np, which we can insert into the definitions for fuel

consumption fraction εc and purge fraction εp as follows

εc ¼Nc

Nf
¼ Nc

Np þNc
(41)

εp ¼Np

Nf
¼ Np

Np þNc
: (42)

As the absolute units cancel out, the measurement error is

based only on instrument linearity.

Fuel flow, current, and voltage data based methods
By recording the stack current I, and knowing the fuel H2

content xfH2, we are able to solve the H2 utilisation fraction hr

as follows

hr ¼
Nr

H2

xf
H2N

f
¼ I,n

2F
tc

xf
H2N

f
: (43)

If we include the cell voltage measurements in this set of

data, wemay also determine the fuel electric efficiency, which

is given by multiplying electric efficiency, he, and H2 uti-

lisation, hr, as

htot ¼he,hr ¼ hr

E

E0
LHV

; (44)

where E is the mean cell voltage and E0
LHV ¼ 1:253 V is the

thermoneutral voltage corresponding to the lower heating

value of the fuel cell reaction.

Fuel flow and purge composition data based methods

WhenH2 molar fraction data from fuel and purged gas, xfH2 and

~xpH2, is available alongside with the flow data, either through

direct purge composition measurement or other means (see

Eq. (49)), we can solve theH2 purge and consumption fractions,

hp and hc, directly from Eqs. (18) and (19) as
hp ¼1� hc ¼
~xp
H2

xf
H2

Np

Nf
: (45)

Fuel flow, recirculated gas composition and mole amount data
based methods
To proceed, we now include the recirculated gas composition

step, DxRj , and the effective recirculated gas mole amount, NR,

in the set of available data. By rearranging Eq. (38) we get the

species-specific consumption, Nc
j , as

Nc
j ¼xf

j N
c þ DxR

j N
R; (46)

where we use the recorded baseline feed flow rate Nc, the

molar fraction of species j in fuel xf
j , and the recirculated gas

molar fraction step over purge event DxR
j .

The membrane crossover flow rates, Nm
j , can also be

determined, given that the leak ratesNl
j, and the reaction rates

Nr
j are known

Nm
j ¼Nc

j �Nr
j �Nl

j: (47)

When the consumption, reaction rates, crossover, and

leaks have been determined, all the remaining fuel and H2

ratios may be directly calculated from Eqs. (10) to (14) and (17)

to (22).

Recirculated gas exchange fraction determination

If we include the absolute value of pre-purgemolar fraction xRj
in our data set, we are able to solve the recirculated gas ex-

change fraction u directly from Eq. (39) using only xRj , x
f
j , and

DxRj , without the knowledge of NR or Np.

Fuel retention fraction determination

If we further includeNR and Np to the set of available data, we

are able to solve the fuel retention fraction, 4, which is given

from Eqs. (31) and (39) as

4¼NR

Np

xR
j � xR

j

xR
j � xf

j

¼ NR

Np

DxR
j

xR
j � xf

j

: (48)

As shown in Eq. (48), this requires knowledge on NR, Np,

and on xR
j , x

f
j , and DxR

j .
Purged gas composition determination
Using equations Eqs. (33) and (48), we can also solve the

purged gas composition as

~xp
j ¼ xf

j þ DxR
j

NR

Np
: (49)

This particular equation is useful with Eqs. (45) and (52)

and (53) for indirect determination of the purged gas

composition.
Tracer gas based method
Themass conservation for any species j over the whole anode

system is given as
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xf
j N

f ¼Nc
j þ ~xp

j N
p (50)

and, by rearranging, we are able to solve the fuel purge and

consumption fractions, εp and εc, as

εp ¼ 1� εc ¼
xf
j N

f �Nc
j

~xp
j N

f
: (51)

To calculate this, in addition to the species jmolar fraction

in fuel and purged gas, xf
j and ~xp

j , we would need to know the

species-specific consumption, Nc
j , and the amount of fuel fed,

Nf . However, for a tracer species with Nc
jz0, so that it is

neither formed in nor consumed from the anode compart-

ment, the fuel feed values, Nf , would cancel out and we could

employ the following approximation for fuel purge fraction εp:

εp z ε
*
p ¼

xf
j

~xp
j

; when Nc
jz0: (52)

Based on Eqs. (45), and (50) the H2 purge fraction, hp, could

also be approximated without fuel flow data as

hp zh*
p ¼

~xp
H2

xf
H2

xf
j

~xp
j

; when Nc
jz0: (53)

The accuracy of this approximation relies on the fact that

all tracer gas fed into the system should come out in the

purged gas. Thus, leaks, membrane permeation, and other

processes that alter this assumption add error.

Measurement set-up

Themeasurement set-up used in this work is based on a 1 kW

in-house-built system that was designed to resemble a mini-

ature automotive PEMFC system. The system is described in

detail in previous work [19].

The main modification done for this work was on the fuel

supply side. A throttling valve (Swagelok SS-6MG-MM) and a

T-branch connected to a metal hydride canister (HC-MH200)

were installed downstream of the fuel MFM. The MH-canister

acts as a buffer that delivers gas to the pressure regulator

during a purge event. The throttle valve is used to limit the

momentary flow rate through the MFM. As a result, the sys-

tem can operate normally with an effective purge flow pulse,

while the flow meter can record the broadened purge flow

peak with better resolution, making it easier to quantify the

amount of gas purged by peak integration.

The system was installed with a 10-cell PowerCell S2 pro-

totype stack, which was also used in previous work [19]. The

stack incorporates automotive membrane electrode assem-

blies with 195 cm2 active area per cell and an anode Pt-loading

of 0:05 mg=cm2:

The sampling loop and gas chromatograph (GC, Agilent

6890N) arrangements were also the same as reported in

Ref. [19], with the thermal conductivity detector (TCD) used

for N2 and H2, and a flame ionisation detector (FID) with a

methaniser used for CO2 and CH4 composition

measurement.
The details of the fuel supply configuration, gas volumes,

instruments and their accuracies are described in more detail

in Appendices E and F.

Measurement procedures

The measurements were initiated by starting the fuel cell

system from room temperature and ramping to the nominal

operation point with stack current set to 117 A and stack

coolant inlet temperature set to 80 �C. Air was fed to the

cathode at 2.5 stoichiometry with no back-pressure regulation

and the air stream was humidified from cathode exhaust by a

membrane humidifier.

The fuel was fed to the anode at 200 mbarg pressure with

no humidification. The recirculation pump was operated at

30 % of full scale output and the recirculation loop line heaters

were kept at 110 �C to prevent condensation.

Next, the gas sampling loop was started with the flow rate

in the loop adjusted to 20 mln min-1 and a N2 flow of 200 mln-
min-1 set to the shell side of the sample gasmembrane dryers.

The system was left for 30 min to stabilise to its first

operation point, with a purge valve open duration of

tp¼ 200ms, initially set to trigger at intervals of tc¼ 400 s. After

stabilisation, the operationwas continuedwith the same 400 s

cycle duration for 180 min, resulting in 27 cycles. Next, the

cycle duration was adjusted to 200 s and held for another

180 min and 54 cycles in total. After this, the final operation

point with 100 s cycle duration was held for 180 min resulting

in 107 cycles. This was followed by stopping flow to the

sampling loop and ramping down the fuel cell system for a

shutdown.

The fuel used in the measurements was industrial grade

hydrogen with purity above 99.5 mol-%. The composition of

the fuel was analysed both before and after the

measurements.

After drying the system, the anode leak rates were deter-

mined by pressurising the compartment with N2 to 250 mbarg

and recording the resulting pressure decay. In addition, the

volumes of different sections of the compartment were

determined by N2 pressurisation ramps at constant flow rate

using a mass flow controller, as explained in Appendix E.
Results and discussion

Table 1 presents the average observed operation conditions

for each purge cycle duration. The mole amounts and molar

flow rates are reported using normal litres ðlnÞ with a refer-

ence pressure of p0 ¼ 1.01325 bara and temperature of

T0 ¼ 0 �C. The normal litres may be converted to moles with

molar volume Vm ¼ 22:414 lnmol�1.

Due to a delay in the control algorithm, the realised length

of each purge cycle was 0.95 s longer than the set-point i.e.

400.95 s, 200.95 s, and 100.95 s, which for brevity are referred to

as 400 s, 200 s, and 100 s.

Based on the data, the mean cell voltage E was observed to

be slightly higher with longer purge cycles. No large variations

were observed in the recirculated gas flow rate _nR, but with

longer purge cycle durations the overall temperature and
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Table 1 e Recorded operational data with respect to the
purge cycle duration tc. The values are given as averages
over each 180 min operation period.

Purge cycle duration tc

400 s 200 s 100 s

Stack current and mean cell voltage

I (A) 117.5 ± 0.5 117.5 ± 0.5 117.5 ± 0.5

E (mV) 641.3 ± 0.7 638.6 ± 0.7 635.5 ± 0.7

Anode inlet

pi (mbarg) 201 ± 1 202 ± 1 202 ± 1

Ti ð�CÞ 79.8 ± 0.3 80.6 ± 0.4 80.8 ± 0.4

Hi (RH-%) 52 ± 2 50 ± 2 48 ± 2

xiH2O (mol-%) 20.4 ± 0.9 20.0 ± 0.9 19.3 ± 0.9

Anode outlet (100 RH-% assumed)

po (mbarg) 172 ± 1 174 ± 1 174 ± 1

To ð�CÞ 82 ± 2 82 ± 2 81 ± 2

xoH2O (mol-%) 43 ± 3 43 ± 3 43 ± 3

Recirculation pump outlet

pR (mbarg) 204 ± 1 204 ± 1 204 ± 1

TR ð�CÞ 88.8 ± 0.4 88.6 ± 0.4 88.7 ± 0.4

HR (RH-%) 51 ± 2 50 ± 2 49 ± 2

xRH2O (mol-%) 28 ± 1 28 ± 1 27 ± 1
_nR ðlnmin�1Þa 15 ± 3 15 ± 3 16 ± 3
_nR ðlnmin�1Þb 21 ± 4 21 ± 5 21 ± 5

a dry basis (d.b.)
b wet basis (w.b.)

Fig. 6 e Mean fuel flow rates and cell voltages recorded for

each purge cycle duration case. The upper plot shows data

from the entire cycle length, and the bottom one shows

details just after the purge event. The purge valve duty of

200 ms per cycle is shown in grey, with open and close

times at 0 s and 0.2 s, respectively.
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humidity of the recirculated gas was slightly higher. The

resulting effect on membrane hydration could explain the

higher cell voltages, even though the reactant feed contains

less H2 with longer cycle durations. Another probable source

for the voltage difference is slow CO poisoning due to reduc-

tion of CO2 at the catalyst sites, which would yield lower cell

voltages towards the end of the measurement (shorter cycle

duration cases) [20].

Fuel flow and cell voltages

Fig. 6 illustrates the fuel flow rate and cell voltage dynamics

within one purge cycle. The opening and closing time of the

purge valve could not be accurately measured, but based on

the valve manufacturer these both take approximately 30 ms.

This is in line with the data, which has 50 ms resolution.

The shape of the measured flow peak is distorted by the

throttle and buffer arrangement, as explained in Section

Measurement set-up. This effect can be seen as an extension

of the purge peak tail, which takes roughly 30 s to stabilise to

the baseline fuel consumption.

Still, the curve shows a clear peak with flow accelerating

from 100 ms mark until the valve is closed at 200-250 ms,

followed by deceleration. At this point, the flow rate is still

increasing, and after amaximumat 350ms, the flow peak dies

away at 1 s. After this, all of the extra flow above the baseline

level goes to refill the MH-cylinder. Except for the thick tail

caused by flow to theMH-cylinder, the shape and timing of the
fuel flow peak with respect to purge valve duty is similar to

ones reported in Ref. [8].

Fig. 6 also shows that shorter purge cycles result in higher

maximum fuel flow rates observed during the purge peak,

which is reasonable considering the lower viscosity of more

H2 rich recirculated gas and less liquid water accumulated in

the flow channels.

The flow measurement accuracy could be improved by

replacing the currentMFMwith 100 lnmin�1 range to a version

with 20 lnmin�1 range. Furthermore, to record also the true

fuel flow peak shapes, the system could be equipped with two

MFMs, one upstream and another downstream of the flow

throttling and buffer arrangement.

The cell voltage data shows a clear voltage drop just after

the purge valve is opened (0e100ms). This is due to a decrease

in anode compartment pressure, which reduces H2 partial

pressure and affects the cell voltages through the Nernst

equation. The decrease in anode pressure is due to the

momentary mismatch in fuel feed and purge flow rates, as

depicted in Fig. 2.

After the initial decline, the cell voltages again increase,

first due to fresh fuel flowing into the stack (100e250 ms), and

then due to the anode compartment re-pressurising after the

purge valve closure. The highest value is reached at 350 ms,

when most of the cell length is filled with fresh fuel and

pressure has returned to nominal. With 100 s purge cycle, the

voltage increase due to H2 fraction increase (100-250ms) is not

as prominent, because the recycled gas already contains a

high fraction of H2 and the change in gas composition is small.

Thus, with 100 s purge cycles, the voltage starts to rapidly
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Table 3 e Fuel feed composition xfj compared to x-axis
intersection points at t' ¼ 0 for characteristic curves,
where xSj;0 denotes the sampled curve including mixing

lag and xRj;0 the recirculated gas curve with the mixing lag

corrected.

Species j Fuel feed xfj Sample xSj;0 Recirc. xRj;0

H2 (mol-%) 99.964 ± 0.002 100.0 ± 0.3 99.5 ± 0.3

N2 (mol-%) 0.035 ± 0.002 �0.1 ± 0.3 0.5 ± 0.3

CO2 (mol-ppm) 9 ± 2 �70 ± 120 10, ± 150

CH4 (mol-ppm) 1.5 ± 0.1 �3 ± 4 4 ± 4

i n t e rn a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y 4 5 ( 2 0 2 0 ) 2 3 2 0 1e2 3 2 2 623212
increase only after the anode compartment starts to re-

pressurise.

Another interesting detail in the data is a decaying voltage

fluctuation with a 1.1 s period, visible after the voltage

maximum at 350 ms. This phenomenon is explained by plug

flow of fresh fuel and recycled gas, which alternate and sub-

sequently pass through the stack, with eventual formation of

a uniform mixture. This is again less prominent with 100 s

cycles, due to lower H2 content difference between fresh fuel

and recycled gas. A similar fluctuation was also shown in the

data by Steinberger et al. [12], where H2 content wasmeasured

both at stack anode inlet and outlet.

Table 2 sums up the values calculated using flow rate,

current, and voltage data combined with the fuel H2 content

(see Table 3). The mean consumption, e_nc
, is observed to in-

crease with a decreasing purge cycle duration. As leaks and

H2 consumption in the fuel cell reactions stay roughly the

same, this suggests that crossover losses may be higher with

shorter purge cycles, as the gas flowing through the stack

contains a higher percentage of H2. A slight increase with

decreasing purge cycle durations is also seen in the amount

of gas expelled per purge, Np, which is explained by

decreased gas viscosity or less liquid water accumulated in

the channels.

As expected, the H2 utilisation hr decreases with more

frequent purging. Even though H2 content increases with

more frequent purging, electric efficiency he decreases due to

decreasing cell voltages. This leads to around a 1.3 %-point

decrease in total fuel-electric efficiency hfe when the purge

cycle duration is reduced from the initial 400 se100 s.

Recirculated gas composition

The gas composition sample data recorded from the recircu-

lation loop is shown in Fig. 7. The data clearly shows the gas
Table 2 e Summary of fuel flow data, together with fuel
supply, electrical and total fuel-electric efficiencies. The
flow values are given as a total amount of gas fed per

cycle, N, and time-averaged flow rate per cycle, e_n.
Consumption values Nc and e_nc

include reactions,
crossover and leaks.

Purge cycle duration tc

400 s 200 s 100 s

Fuel feed (f), consumption (c), fuel utilised (r), purge (p)

Nf ðlnÞ 55.3 ± 0.6 28.0 ± 0.3 14.2 ± 0.1

Nc ðlnÞ 55.1 ± 0.6 27.8 ± 0.3 14.0 ± 0.1

Nr ðlnÞ 54.7 ± 0.2 27.4 ± 0.1 13.78 ± 0.06

Np ðlnÞ 0.20 ± 0.07 0.20 ± 0.07 0.21 ± 0.07e_nf ðmlnmin�1Þ 8280 ± 80 8350 ± 80 8420 ± 80e_ncðmlnmin�1Þ 8250 ± 80 8290 ± 80 8300 ± 80e_nrðmlnmin�1Þ 8190 ± 30 8190 ± 30 8190 ± 30e_npðmlnmin�1Þ 30 ± 10 60 ± 20 130 ± 40

H2 utilisation, electric efficiency, fuel-electric efficiency

hr (%) 99 ± 1 98 ± 1 97 ± 1

he (%) 51.18 ± 0.06 50.97 ± 0.06 50.72 ± 0.06

hfe (%) 50.6 ± 0.6 50.0 ± 0.6 49.3 ± 0.5

Fig. 7 e Recirculated gas composition sample data for each

tc case with H2 and N2 values shown on the top (TCD) and

CO2 and CH4 values shown on the bottom (methaniser &

FID). The final fit functions are displayed together with

aggregated coefficients of determination (R2) and

normalised root mean square errors (NRMSE) for each

species. More details on fit routines are given in Section G.
mixing effect, which diminishes after roughly 35 s has elapsed

since purge. After this, the molar fractions start to follow a

linear slope, except for CO2, which follows an exponential

approach curve instead.

According to the theory explained in Section Recirculation

loop molar balance, by mapping the sample data using a

translation along t-axis for each purge cycle duration tc, the

data should align into a single characteristic curve. Derivation

of the characteristic curves and time mappings are presented

in more detail in Appendix D. We are going to take advantage

of these curves andmappings in the fitting process, explained

in more detail in Appendix G.
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Fig. 8 e Recirculated gas composition sample data with

t-translation applied. For H2, N2 and CH4 the translated time

is given as t' ¼ tþ tc, whereas for CO2 as t' ¼ t� s ln

(u/(1¡(1¡u)e¡tc/s)). See Appendix D for details. The resulting

fits are shown with R2 and NRMSE for each species. More

details on fit routines are given in Appendix G.
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We start by mapping the data shown in Fig. 7 using t-

translation, resulting in the data sets shown in Fig. 8 as a

function of the translated time t'. The translated data was

fitted using nonlinear regression with linear functions for H2,

N2 and CH4, and an exponential form for CO2. As the charac-

teristic curves do not take into account themixing lag, the first

35 s of each data set was excluded from the fit, along with the

clear outliers observed at t' > 310 s.

As shown in Fig. 8, the linear functions fitted for H2, N2, and

CH4 are in very good agreement with the data. In case of H2

and N2 this means that neither the membrane permeation

rates nor the recirculated gas volume alter significantly be-

tween operation points compared to the amount of H2 con-

sumption. Similar invariance for the dead-end slope was also

observed by Steinberger et al. [12], when they compared the

evolution H2 between operation points with differing purge

cycle durations.

In case of CH4 the data also fits very well to the linear

function, suggesting that any changes in membrane perme-

ation are small compared to the H2 consumption.

For CO2, the constant slope assumption does not clearly

hold true, but the mapping seems to also work for the expo-

nential shape. Although the CO2 data ismore scattered, a good

fit is still achieved, suggesting that also the exponential shape

parameters remain reasonably constant between operation

points.
To find out the effect of themixing lag, we need to solve the

exponential mixing time constant t. This is done by another

round of nonlinear regression, now for data along the original

t and with the first 35 s of data included. Fig. 7 displays the

resulting fits, with t ¼ ð15 ± 1Þ s shared with all the functions.

With the mixing now included, the fit functions are still in

good agreement with the data. The errors are slightly higher

compared to the initial round of regression shown in Fig. 8,

which suggests thatmixingmodel does not fully represent the

experimental data or that t might vary with tc.

The mixing fit functions assume that the composition of

the effective amount of recirculated gas is always uniform, but

as discussed in the previous section, plug flow and back-

mixing result in large fluctuations. This could explain de-

viations during the first 10 s after purge is triggered.

Some error may also be caused by the MH-buffer throttling

arrangement, due to only pure H2 being adsorbed and released

in the MH-buffer. This causes the impurity levels in the recir-

culation to drop faster at first, but then increase for a 30 s period

and eventually stabilise to the value dictated by the original

fuel composition. This issue could be remedied by simply using

a passive buffer volume instead of the H2 selective buffer. With

t resolved, we can also calculate the x-axis intersection points

with the mixing effect included, as explained in Appendix G.

Comparing these values to the actual fuel composition xfj al-

lows us to validate if the theory gives consistent values also

well outside of the original data range.

As shown in Table (3), we notice that the raw sample data

based intersection xSj;0 gives negative values for N2, CO2 and

CH4. Based on our understanding (see Appendix D), these

values should never be lower than what is contained in the

fuel. The negative values are justified by the fact, that the

sampled data xSj indeed lags behind the true recirculated gas

composition xRj due to mixing, as explained in the theory in

Section Recirculation loop molar balance.

Table 3 also shows the intersection points xRj;0 where the

mixing lag is accounted for. For N2 the value is well above the

fuel N2 content, and for H2 we get a valuemuch lower than the

fuel H2 content. For CH4 we can see the same, but the error is

less pronounced than for N2 or H2. However, for CO2 the value

is very close to the fuel CO2 content.

The simplest explanation to the discrepancies for H2, N2,

and CH4 is that the slope linearity assumption does not hold

true outside the original measurement range. By using the

exponential form instead, the slope would increase towards

the x-axis intersection point, yielding better match to the

actual fuel composition xfj .

For more conclusive data, the effects of gas mixing should

be reduced. This could be achieved by eliminating any dead-

legs and excess volume both in the anode compartment and

in the sampling loop. We believe that this would be very

helpful for studying the accumulation of CO2 and other spe-

cies that exhibit nonlinear behaviour.

Alternatively, on-line gas composition sensors could be

installed directly into the anode compartment, eliminating

the sampling loop. This would allow monitoring the compo-

sition also during transient operation under load cycling,

without the sampling time restrictions with GCs.
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Table 4 eMain recirculated gas composition fit results for
each purge cycle duration tc. The post-purge xRj and pre-

purge xRj values are used to define the purge cycle

sawtooth-profile introduced in Section Recirculation loop
molar balance.

Purge cycle duration tc

400 s 200 s 100 s

Species j Recirculation post-purge xRj (d.b.)

H2 (mol-%) 85.9 ± 0.2 92.7 ± 0.2 96.1 ± 0.3

N2 (mol-%) 14.0 ± 0.2 7.2 ± 0.2 3.9 ± 0.3

CO2 (mol-ppm) 480 ± 90 400 ± 100 280 ± 110

CH4 (mol-ppm) 192 ± 2 98 ± 3 51 ± 4

Species j Recirculation pre-purge xRj (d.b.)

H2 (mol-%) 72.4 ± 0.4 85.9 ± 0.2 92.7 ± 0.2

N2 (mol-%) 27.5 ± 0.4 14.0 ± 0.2 7.3 ± 0.2

CO2 (mol-ppm) 960 ± 110 780 ± 90 560 ± 80

CH4 (mol-ppm) 380 ± 6 193 ± 2 99 ± 3

Table 5e Species specific anodemolar balance givenwith
average flow rates over one purge cycle duration.
Negative values of consumption or permeation means
that gas is being added to the anode compartment.

Purge cycle duration tc

400 s 200 s 100 s

H2 molar balance ðmlnmin�1Þe_nf

H2 8280 ± 80 8350 ± 80 8420 ± 80e_nc

H2 8260 ± 80 8300 ± 80 8300 ± 80e_nr

H2
8190 ± 30 8190 ± 30 8190 ± 30

e_nm

H2
70 ± 90 110 ± 90 110 ± 90

e_nl

H2
2.5 ± 0.1 2.5 ± 0.1 2.5 ± 0.1

e_np

H2
20 ± 10 50 ± 20 120 ± 40

N2 molar balance ðmlnmin�1Þe_nf

N2 2.9 ± 0.2 2.9 ± 0.2 2.9 ± 0.2e_nc

N2 �4.9 ± 0.3 �4.9 ± 0.3 �4.9 ± 0.3e_nm

N2 �5.0 ± 0.3 �5.0 ± 0.3 �5.1 ± 0.3e_nl

N2 0.15 ± 0.01 0.15 ± 0.01 0.15 ± 0.01e_np

N2 8 ± 8 8 ± 8 8 ± 8

CO2 molar balance ðmlnmin�1Þe_nf

CO2 70 ± 20 70 ± 20 70 ± 20e_nc

CO2 50 ± 20 30 ± 20 10 ± 20e_nm

CO2 40 ± 20 30 ± 20 10 ± 20e_nl

CO2 1.2 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.1e_np

CO2 30 ± 40 40 ± 70 60 ± 90

CH4 molar balance ðmlnmin�1Þe_nf

CH4 12 ± 1 12 ± 1 12 ± 1e_nc

CH4 1 ± 1 1 ± 1 1 ± 1e_nm

CH4 1 ± 1 1 ± 1 1 ± 1e_nl

CH4 0.13 ± 0.01 0.13 ± 0.01 0.13 ± 0.01e_np

CH4 10 ± 10 10 ± 10 10 ± 10

Table 6 e Membrane permeability estimates for each
specieswith varying purge cycle durations. As O2 content
was notmeasured at anode, the contribution of H2 and O2

cannot be separated.

Purge cycle duration tc

400 s 200 s 100 s

Permeability ðmol s�1cm�1bar�1Þ
kH2þO2,10

11 7 ± 15 10 ± 14 10 ± 13

kN2,10
12 7.8 ± 0.7 6.6 ± 0.5 6.1 ± 0.5

kCO2,10
11 9 ± 4 10 ± 8 15 ± 45

kCH4,10
12 4 ± 3 7 ± 5 13 ± 10
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Anyhow, within the measurement range, the data is well

represented by the theory and we can use the result param-

eters to calculate the average recirculated gas composition

profiles xRj . Table 4 gives themain fit results obtained from the

recirculated gas sample data.

Molar balance, fuel and H2 utilisation fractions

The next step in our approach is to solve the total molar bal-

ance based on the fuel flow, recirculated gas composition,

recirculated gas amount and leak rates.

The effective anode recirculated gas mole amounts were

ð381±10Þmln, ð383±10Þmln, and ð385±10Þmln, for 400 s, 200 s,

and 100 s purge cycles, respectively (see Appendices B and E

for details). These mole amounts are given on a dry basis,

and we expect that the differences observed between purge

cycles are mainly related to variation in temperature and the

amount of water vapour present in the anode compartment.

As the temperature, pressure, and water content were not

measured in all locations of the anode fuel supply compart-

ment, we had to make some assumptions on them, as

explained in more detail in Appendix E. Moreover, a clear

source of systematic error is that we assume the volume

occupied by liquid water to be zero. Based on results from

neutron imaging studies by Turhan et al. [21], thismight cause

up to few percent error in the recirculated gas mole amount.

The estimated leak rates converted to the operation con-

ditions are ð2:6 ± 0:1Þ mlnmin�1 for all purge cycle cases (see

Appendix E for details). Again, the actual operation conditions

could also exhibit higher or lower leak rates, as the leaks were

measured at room temperature and at uniform anode

compartment pressure.

Table 5 shows the calculatedmolar balance of each species

in the anode fuel supply system. The data indicates that H2

crossover loss is considerably lower at 400 s purge cycles, than

with 200 or 100 s cycles. This could be explained by a lower H2

content in the recirculated gas, but it is unclearwhy no change

is observed between 200 s and 100 s purge cycles. On the other

hand, N2 permeation from cathode to anode stays roughly the
same, at 5 mln min-1, irrespective of the purge cycle duration.

CH4 permeation to the cathode also stays fairly constant,

whereas the CO2 permeation rate is clearly decreasing with

longer purge cycle durations.

By assuming that the membrane area per cell is 195 cm2

and the membrane thickness is 18 mm, we may also solve the

membrane permeabilities for the gases analysed, as explained

in Appendix H. Table 6 presents the permeability values for

each species.

Again, as with the crossover rates, the error margins are

large for all other species except for N2. At 100 s purge cycle

durations, the calculations for CO2 give higher error margin

values, as the concentration difference of CO2 over the
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membrane is very low (280-560 mol-ppm in recirculated gas

vs. 400 mol-ppm assumed in dry cathode air).

We shortly compare the values to those reported in liter-

ature to see if our measurement data makes sense. As the

values given from our measurements are based on multi-

component mixtures with different membrane selectivity for

each species, these values do not necessarily correlate with

those measured on single-or two-component mixtures [13].

Ahluwalia et al. [22] reported the N2 permeability at 80 �C
and humid conditions to range around

8:0� 10�12 mol s�1cm�1bar�1 (Nafion® N112 50.8 mm). In

similar conditions, Ren et al. [23] reported a CO2 permeability

of 13:0� 10�11 mol s�1cm�1bar�1 (Nafion® N117 177.8 mm). To

the authors knowledge, no measurement data exists for CH4

permeabilities at 80 �C. From the work of Olivieri et al. [24], at

50 �C and 75 RH-% humidity, the permeability of CH4 is ca.

3:5� 10�12 mol s�1cm�1bar�1 (Aquivion E87-12 S 120.0 mm).

Thus, for N2, CO2 and CH4, the permeability values given by

the measurement data seem to align with values reported in

literature.

However, for the H2 (and O2) permeation rates, this is much

harder to quantify, as we are not able to tell the difference

between H2 and O2 fluxes from our data. As reported by

Schalenbach et al. [25], the permeabilities at 80 �C and wet

conditionswere 5.32� 10�11 and 2:52� 10�11 mols�1cm�1bar�1

for H2 and O2, respectively (Nafion® NR212 50.8 mm).

Compared to these, our measurement data suggests slightly

higher permeabilities.

Fig. 9 shows the fuel and H2 feed fractions with varying

purge cycle durations. Because the fuel consumption and purge

fractions, εc and εp, are calculated as a ratio of two flow in-

tegrals, instrument linearity may be used instead of the abso-

lute error, resulting in low error margins. Same applies for H2

consumption and purge fractions, hc and hp, where only the

inaccuracy of fuel H2 content is added. The leak rates in our set-

up were also very low, only 0.03 % of the total fuel feed. When

the reaction rates from current I or the effective recirculated
Fig. 9 e The total fuel based feed fractions (left), and H2-only ba

through the data points to illustrate the relationship with the p

confidence intervals of each measurement point.
mole amount NR are included in the calculation, the error

margins increase significantly, as shown for εr, εm, hr, and hm.

Although in our case the H2 based variables, hc and hp, are

very close to fuel based εc and εp, these should not be used

interchangeably. Because the fuel usually contains some im-

purities, the H2 based consumption fraction hc gives a slightly

higher number than the total fuel based εc, with the higher

amount of impurities yielding a larger difference.

In fuel impurity studies, it is common to estimate howhigh

a molar content an impurity can theoretically reach in the

recirculation loop. The total gas balance based consumption

and purge fractions, εc and εp, aremost useful for this purpose.

The ratio of enrichment is given as reciprocal ε�1
p , which based

on our data gives values of 280 ± 20, 140 ± 10, and 67 ± 5 for

400 s, 200 s, and 100 s purge cycles, respectively. The reaction

fraction based on current drawn, εr, does not directly provide

this information. From the data it is also evident that the re-

action based εr and hr cannot be used in exchange with εc and

hc, when gas crossover and leaks are present.

The H2 based fractions, especially the hm and hr, give

valuable insight on the magnitude of crossover losses in

different operating conditions and help to determine the total

fuel efficiency, which is useful information for fuel cell stack

and systems designers. In conclusion, the data reveals that

the higher fuel utilisation observed with longer purge cycles is

mostly due to less H2 lost in purges (ca. 70 %), but the reduced

H2 crossover also plays a significant role (ca. 30 %). The

reduced H2 permeability at 400 s purge cycle and the lower

partial pressure of H2 in anode both contribute to reduced H2

crossover rates.

Recirculated gas exchange fraction and fuel retention

Table 7 shows the recirculated gas exchange fractions calcu-

lated according to Section Methods from the recirculated gas

and fuel composition data (given in Tables 3 and 4).
sed feed fractions (right). A trend-line has been drawn

urge cycle duration. The dotted lines follow the 95 %
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Table 7 e Recirculated gas exchange fractions and fuel
retention fractions for varying purge cycle durations. The
values are calculated independently using molar balance
of each species denoted in the subscript. CO2 based
valueswere omitted asuwasfixed in the t-mapping used
in the fitting process.

Purge cycle duration tc

400 s 200 s 100 s

Recirculated gas exchange fraction (%)

uH2 49 ± 1 49 ± 1 47 ± 2

uN2 49 ± 1 48 ± 1 47 ± 2

uCH4 50 ± 1 49 ± 1 49 ± 2

Fuel retention fraction (%)

4H2
95 ± 57 94 ± 56 86 ± 48

4N2
95 ± 57 94 ± 56 86 ± 49

4CH4
96 ± 58 95 ± 57 89 ± 50

Fig. 10 e Tracer gas approximation (ε*�1
p ) compared to true

measurement data (ε�1
p ). The dashed line shows the tracer

gas estimate error margins, when the purge gas

composition is calculated indirectly from the recirculated

composition, whereas the dotted line displays the

supposed accuracy if the composition would have been

measured directly from the purged gas.
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The gas exchange fractions all seem to give similar values

ranging between 47 and 50 %, indicating that approximately

half of the recirculated dry gas is exchanged for fresh fuel

during a purge. Although in our case the gas exchange fraction

does not change much, it is useful for estimating the effec-

tiveness of the purge valve arrangement.

Table 7 also displays the estimates for fuel retention,which

indicates how much fresh fuel is retained in the anode

compartment during the purge event. The fuel retention was

calculated from each measured species according to Section

Methods. As shown by the large error margins, the current

measurement set-up does not provide very precise values for

the fuel retention. To increase the reliability of the readings,

we would need to improve the accuracy of both the flow

measurements needed for Np and the volume, pressure,

temperature and humiditymeasurements needed to solve the

effective recirculated gas mole amount NR.

With better accuracy, the fuel retention, together with the

gas exchange fraction, could be used to optimise purge dura-

tion for minimal loss of fresh fuel while still maintaining

effectiveness of the purge for gas exchange and water droplet

removal.

Fuel purge fraction using tracer gas

As already mentioned, the impurity enrichment ratio, ε�1
p , is a

very useful variable in fuel impurity studies, as it can be used

to predict impurity enrichment in the recirculation loop. The

tracer gasmethod, described in SectionMethods, may be used

to determine this value only by recording the amount of tracer

compound in the fuel and the purged gas. In our case, a trace

amount of CH4 was readily present in the fuel, and it was

straightforward to quantify with FID, so the effectiveness of

this method could be tested in practice.

Fig. 10 shows how the impurity enrichment ratio estimates

based on CH4 tracer gas, ε*�1
p , differ from the mass flow based

readings, ε�1
p . With all purge cycle durations, the relative error

from the true reading is roughly 10 %. As the tracer gas
approximation assumes that no CH4 passes through the

membrane and no leaks are present, it is sensible that it gives

estimates lower than the true impurity enrichment ratio

based on fuel purge fraction. The difference between the

values may also be caused by a systematic error in the effec-

tive recirculated gas mole amount NR.

Because the tracer estimates were based on indirectly

calculated purge composition, the error margins (dashed

lines) are very large, and this makes it hard to evaluate the

true accuracy of the method. Direct measurement from

purged gas would yield much lower error margins shown by

the dotted lines in Fig. 10. Anyhow, the results indicate that

CH4 tracer gas can be used to determine lower limits for the

impurity enrichment ratios (or upper limits for the fuel and H2

purge fractions). As CH4 permeation is typically very low [13],

the true readings are expected to be close to the lower limit

given by the approximation. However, any leaks should be

eliminated for the method to result in decent accuracy.

Although CH4 should be inert to Pt-based anode catalyst,

special care should be taken in the presence of other catalysts,

such as Ru, that may promote CH4 production from CO [26].

In addition, CH4 is readily present in many H2 feedstocks

with an upper limit of 100mol-ppm for road vehicle grade fuel

(ISO 14687:2019). Thus, preparing a specific fuel mixture to use

with the tracer gas method might not be necessary, and it is

enough to just verify the CH4 level already present in the fuel.

For future work, the CH4 tracer gas method should be further

verified in a set-up with direct purge gas composition mea-

surement in parallel to the recirculation loopmeasurement, to

determine the potential full accuracy of the method. More-

over, the method could also be tested with a heavier com-

pound, such as propane (C3H8), which is expected to have

even lower crossover rates over the membrane.
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Conclusions

In this work, we presented and applied a theory and several

methods for experimentally assessing fuel molar balance and

gas composition related variables for PEMFC fuel supply sys-

tem operated dead-ended with anode recirculation and a pe-

riodic purge cycle.

Overall, the gas composition data measured from the

recirculation loop correlated well with the curves derived

from the theory. Combined with the fuel feed flow data, the

composition slope carries valuable information on the mem-

brane crossover processes, whereas the offset value of the

molar fractions give information on gas exchange processes

taking place over the purge event.

The fuel flow peak and baseline areas readily give access to

the fuel purge and consumption fractions, which are useful

for estimating fuel impurity enrichment in the recirculation

loop. When combined with fuel H2 content and current drawn

from the stack, the overall H2 utilisation could be determined.

Lower limits for the impurity enrichment ratio may be

determined without any flow measurements, by using CH4 as

a tracer gas and measuring its content both in the fuel feed

and purged gas. In our case, the enrichment ratio given by CH4

tracer was approximately 10 % lower than the mass flow

based value. For future work, the true accuracy of the tracer

gas method should be verified by directly measuring the

amount of tracer species from the purged gas.

The above measurements may be accomplished without

having access inside the fuel cell system, which is useful in

many cases.

Furthermore, based on the recirculated gas composition

slopes, wewere able to determine themembrane permeability

values, which seemed to be in line with previous research.

In addition, by observing themaximumoffset values in the

recirculated gas composition profile, we were able to solve the

recirculated gas exchange fraction, which indicated that be-

tween 47 and 50 % of the recirculated dry gas was exchanged

for fresh fuel during the purge event.

While the methodology seems to be working there are

several sources of inaccuracies and room for improvement.

The main source of inaccuracy in our measurements origi-

nated from the determination of the effective recirculated gas

mole amount, which directly affects the fuel molar balance
Additional notation for Appendix

Physical variables

Am Membrane area (cm2)

dm Membrane thickness (mm)

m Dynamic viscosity (Pa s)

M Molecular weight (g mol�1)

l Stoichiometry

V Gas volume (l)

Auxiliary variables

a;b; c;d;u Auxiliary variables

A;B;C Viscosity temperature coefficients
values. In addition, the volume occupied by liquidwater,which

we assumed to be zero, is a clear source of systematic error.

Moreover, by eliminating excess gas volumes and dead-

legs from the fuel supply system, the effect imposed by gas

mixing could be reduced, improving the quality of recirculated

gas composition data.

In broader context, the presented theory allows modellers

to apply purge cycle and recirculation dynamics to models

that have previously been developed for flow-through anode

configurations [27]. The theory could also be used to provide

estimator data for the gas composition between sampling

points, for instance during dynamic load cycling, where the

time resolution of gas chromatography methods are not

sufficient.

We also hope that the definitions given for fuel and H2 feed

fractionswould find broader use in the field, andwould help to

unify how fuel efficiency and impurity accumulation are

defined in PEMFC fuel supply systems. Especially when large

amounts of impurities are present, special care should be

taken that these aspects are handled correctly.
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Appendices

A. Mixing effects in gas sampling

Sawtooth wave source function
The mixing effects in the gas sampling loop may be modelled

by a simple gas mixing vessel equation

_xS
j N

S|fflffl{zfflffl}
Mixing vol:

¼ xR
j
_nR|ffl{zffl}

Incoming

� xS
j
_nS|ffl{zffl}

Exiting

; (A.1)
Sub- and superscripts

air Air feed

amb Ambient

an Anode

cat Cathode

h Purge cycle index

Operators

L ffðtÞg ¼ FðsÞ Laplace transform

qðtÞ Heaviside step function
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whereNS is themixing volume, _nS the gas flow rate, and xR
j and

xS
j are the mole fractions before and after the mixing volume,

respectively. Please note that NS and _nS are not related only to

the sampling loop itself, but also to the recirculation loop

mixing and flows. By simplifying the notation, we may write

t _xS
j ðtÞþxS

j ðtÞ ¼ xR
j ðtÞ; (A.2)

where t ¼ NS= _nS is the characteristic time constant for the

mixing. Thus, xR
j ðtÞ is the input or source signal for themixing,

and xS
j ðtÞ is the resulting output signal. We can use the Laplace

transform to solve Eq. (A.2) as follows:

tL
n
_xS
j ðtÞ
o
þL

n
xS
j ðtÞ
o
¼L

n
xR
j ðtÞ

o
(A.3)

tsXS
j ðsÞ� xS

j ð0Þ þ XS
j ðsÞ ¼ XR

j ðsÞ (A.4)

ð1þ tsÞXS
j ðsÞ¼XR

j ðsÞ þ xS
j ð0Þ: (A.5)

Thus,

XS
j ðsÞ¼

XR
j ðsÞ

1þ ts
þ

xS
j ð0Þ

1þ ts
¼ XR

j ðsÞ
1þ ts

; (A.6)

where for simplicity, we assume that the starting concentra-

tion in the sampling loop is zero, xS
j ð0Þ ¼ 0. This will not have

an effect on the quasi-steady state solution we are looking for.

To proceed, we formulate the sawtooth wave as

xR
j ðtÞ¼ xR

j þ
DxR

j

tc
t� DxR

j

X∞
n¼0

qðt�ntcÞ; (A.7)

where qðtÞ is the Heaviside step function, and the other pa-

rameters are as defined in Section Recirculation loop molar

balance. The Laplace transformation of Eq. (A.7) is given as

XR
j ðsÞ¼xR

j L f1gþDxR
j

tc
L ftg�DxR

j

X∞
n¼0

L fqðt�ntcÞg

¼xR
j

1
s
þDxR

j

tc

1
s2

� DxR
j

X∞
n¼0

e�ntcs

s
:

(A.8)

By inserting this into Eq. (A.6) we get

XS
j ðsÞ¼

1
1þ ts

 
xR
j

1
s
þDxR

j

tc

1
s2

�DxR
j

X∞
n¼0

e�ntcs

s

!

¼ xR
j

�
1
s
� t

1þ ts

�
þDxR

j

tc

�
1
s2

� t

s
þ t2

1þ ts

�
� DxR

j

X∞
n¼0

�
1
s
� t

1þ ts

�
e�ntcs:

(A.9)

As the inverse Laplace transform of (A.9) we get

xS
j ðtÞ¼ xR

j

�
1� e�t=t

�þDxR
j

tc

�
t� t

�
1� e�t=t

��
� DxR

j

X∞
n¼0

�
1� e�ðt�ntcÞ=t�qðt�ntcÞ:

(A.10)

As we are looking for a quasi-steady state solution (t[ t),

we may simplify (A.10) to
xS
j ðtÞ¼xR

j þ
DxR

j

tc
ðt� tÞ�DxR

j

X∞
n¼0

�
1� e�ðt�ntcÞ=t�qðt�ntcÞ: (A.11)

Moreover, focusing over the first cycle (0 � t � tc) from

(A.11) we get

xS
j ðtÞ¼ xR

j þ
DxR

j

tc
ðt� tÞ�DxR

j

�
1� e�t=t

�
¼ xR

j �
DxR

j

tc
t|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Constant term

þDxR
j

tc
t|fflffl{zfflffl}

Slope

� DxR
j

�
1� e�t=t

�|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Stepþattenuation

:
(A.12)

From (A.12) we can see that the pre-purge concentration

xR
j has a constant shift, and the original sawtooth drop is

attenuated with an exponential decay. This formula works

well on gases with fairly constant membrane permeation

rates that do not depend heavily on concentration (j ¼ H2,

N2, CH4).

Limiting 0 � t � tc, and by denoting that aj ¼ DxRj =tc we get a

form that is useful in the fitting process

xS
j ðtÞ¼xR

j þ aj

�
t� t� tc

�
1� e�t=t

��
(A.13)

xR
j ðtÞ¼ xR

j þ ajðt� tcÞ: (A.14)

Exponential decay source function
For CO2 we need another type of approach, as its permeation

is highly dependent on concentration. The governing differ-

ential equation for the permeation is as follows

_xR
CO2N

R|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
Mixing vol:

¼ xf
CO2

_nc|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
Fuel feed

� _nl
CO2|ffl{zffl}

Leaks

� k'CO2

�
xR
CO2 � x'CO2

�|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Permeation

: (A.15)

With a change of variables we get

s _xR
CO2ðtÞþxR

CO2ðtÞ ¼ b; (A.16)

where s ¼ NR=k'CO2 and b ¼ xf
CO2

_nc � _nl
CO2 þ k'CO2x'CO2, which are

both assumed constant. The '-marked variables depend on

membrane permeability, average anode and cathode pressure

and gas composition over themembrane, fuel composition, as

well as fuel feed and recirculation flow rates.

The solution for (A.16) is found by using the samemethods as

previously

sL
	
_xR
CO2ðtÞ


þL
	
xR
CO2ðtÞ


¼bL f1g (A.17)

s
�
sXR

CO2ðsÞ�xR
CO2ð0Þ

�þXR
CO2ðsÞ¼b

1
s

(A.18)

ð1þ ssÞXR
CO2ðsÞ¼

b

s
þ sxR

CO2ð0Þ (A.19)

XR
CO2ðsÞ¼

b

ð1þssÞsþ
s

1þss
xR
CO2ð0Þ¼b

1
s
þ�xR

CO2ð0Þ�b
� s

1þss
(A.20)

xR
CO2ðtÞ¼bþ �xR

CO2ð0Þ�b
�
e�t=s: (A.21)

The starting point for the curve at t ¼ 0 is xR
CO2ð0Þ ¼ xR

CO2,

thus we have

xR
CO2ðtÞ¼bþ �xR

CO2 � b
�
e�t=s; (A.22)
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which we can use as the source term for the mixing equation.

The concentration follows exponential growth, starting from

xR
CO2 and approaching b with time.

Next, we insert the Laplace transform of (A.22) directly into

the mixing Eq. (A.6)

XS
CO2ðsÞ¼

XR
CO2ðsÞ
1þ ts

þxS
CO2ð0Þ
1þ ts

¼ 1
1þ ts

�
b
1
s
þ �xR

CO2 � b
� s

1þ ss

�
þ xS

CO2ð0Þ
1þ ts

¼ b

�
1
s
� t

1þ ts

�
þxR

CO2 � b

t

t

1þ ts
s

1þ ss
þ xS

CO2ð0Þ
t

t

1þ ts
:

(A.23)

With inverse Laplace transform we get the solution as

xS
CO2ðtÞ¼ b

�
1� e�t=t

�þxR
CO2 � b

t

�
e�t=s � e�t=t

�þ xS
CO2ð0Þ
t

e�t=t:

(A.24)

As we are looking for a quasi-steady state solution (t[ t),

we get

xS
CO2ðtÞ¼ bþ xR

CO2 � b

t

�
e�t=s � e�t=t

�þ xS
CO2ð0Þ
t

e�t=t: (A.25)

Moreover, we want to have a continuous curve over the

purge event. Thus we require that xS
CO2ð0Þ ¼ xS

CO2ðtcÞ, from

which we get

xS
CO2ð0Þ¼

�
xR
CO2 � b

� st

s� t

e�tc=s � e�tc=t

1� e�tc=t
: (A.26)

Replacing this into the solution (A.25), we get

xS
CO2ðtÞ¼bþxR

CO2�b

t

st

s�t

�
e�t=s�e�t=t

�þxR
CO2�b

t

st

s�t

e�tc=s�e�tc=t

1�e�tc=t
e�t=t

¼bþ�xR
CO2�b

� s

s�t

�
e�t=s�1�e�tc=s

1�e�tc=t
e�t=t

�
:

(A.27)

If we want to use the same notation as before, using xR
CO2¼

xR
CO2ð0Þ, xR

CO2 and DxR
CO2 we have

xR
CO2 ¼ xR

CO2ðtcÞ¼bþ �xR
CO2 � b

�
e�tc=s (A.28)

DxR
CO2 ¼ xR

CO2 � xR
CO2 ¼bþ �xR

CO2 �b
�
e�tc=s � xR

CO2

¼ � �xR
CO2 � b

��
1� e�tc=s

�
:

(A.29)

And finally we have a quasi-steady state solution for the

CO2 data fitting process over a single purge cycle

xS
CO2ðtÞ¼ bþ �xR

CO2 �b
� s

s� t

�
e�t=s �ge�t=t

�
(A.30)

xR
CO2ðtÞ¼ bþ �xR

CO2 �b
�
e�t=s (A.31)

b¼xR
CO2 þ

DxR
CO2

1� e�tc=s
(A.32)

g¼1� e�tc=s

1� e�tc=t
(A.33)

xR
CO2 ¼ bþ �xR

CO2 �b
�
e�tc=s; (A.34)

with s> t and 0 � t � tc.
B. Calculation of recirculated gas mole amount

The effective recirculated gas mole amount, NR, may be

determined by measuring the gas volumes within the anode

fuel supply compartment, section by section. In addition to

the volumes, in-situ pressure, temperature, and water vapour

content also need to be known to get our hands on NR. The

water vapour content is needed, as the composition values

given by our equipment are dry basis (d.b.) readings. Thus, for

the NR as well, we need to derive a dry basis version, which

omits the molar volume occupied by water vapour.

For calculating the volume of the anode stack inlet, wemay

use the following formula

Niðd:b:Þ¼
X
k

Vi
kðw:b:Þ p

i
k

p0

T0

Ti
k

�
1�xi

k;H2O

�
; (B.1)

whereVi
k are the total volumes in litres (l) and the sumNi is the

mole amount in normal litres ðlnÞ, corresponding to normal

conditions defined by p0 and T0. Absolute ressure pi
k and

temperature Ti
k, as well as the water content xi

k;H2O, are recor-

ded during operation of the fuel cell system.

The mole amount Ni (d.b.) in Eq. (B.1) is given in dry basis,

whereas the total volume measured ex-situ also contains the

volume that is occupied by water vapour during operation.

Thus, we have also made the following adjustment in (B.1)

Vi
kðd:b:Þ¼

�
1�xi

H2O

�
Vi

kðw:b:Þ: (B.2)

Moreover, the sum in Eq. (B.1) goes over each section k

where we have ex-situ determined the physical volume,

which means that for each of these we also need to record or

estimate the pressure, temperature and water vapour content

during operation.

Same applies for the recirculation branch mole amount

NRðd:b:Þ¼
X
k

VR
k ðw:b:Þ p

R
k

p0

T0

TR
k

�
1� xR

k;H2O

�
: (B.3)

Looking again at Eq. (28) for the effective recirculated mole

amount,

NRðd:b:Þ¼Niðd:b:Þ _nRðd:b:Þ
_niðd:b:Þ

þNRðd:b:Þ; (B.4)

we notice that also here we need to make a correction due to

water content in the flow rates. After the adjustment we have

NRðd:b:Þ¼Niðd:b:Þ _nRðw:b:Þ
_niðw:b:Þ

1� xR
H2O

1� xi
H2O

þNRðd:b:Þ: (B.5)

To determine the ratio of the two flow rates, _nR and _ni, we

may look at the water vapour balance over the intersection

where fresh (dry) fuel meets the recirculated stream. If we

approximate that the water contained in the fuel is negligible

compared to that included in _nR and _ni, we can deduce that

xf
H2O

_nf
zfflfflffl}|fflfflffl{z0

þ xR
H2O

_nR ¼xi
H2O

_ni (B.6)
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_nR

_ni
¼ _nRðw:b:Þ

_niðw:b:Þ
¼ xi

H2O

xR
H2O

: (B.7)

We can feed Eq. (B.7) back into Eq. (B.5) and get

NRðd:b:Þ¼Niðd:b:Þ x
i
H2O

xR
H2O

1� xR
H2O

1� xi
H2O

þNRðd:b:Þ: (B.8)

By summing up all the elements into one, we finally have

the effective recirculated gas mole amount as

NRðd:b:Þ¼Niðd:b:Þ x
i
H2O

xR
H2O

1� xR
H2O

1� xi
H2O

þNRðd:b:Þ¼xi
H2O

xR
H2O

1� xR
H2O

1� xi
H2OX

k

Vi
kðw:b:Þ p

i
k

p0

T0

Ti
k

�
1�xi

k;H2O

�
þ
X
k

VR
k ðw:b:Þp

R
k

p0

T0

TR
k

�
1�xR

k;H2O

�
:

(B.9)

C. General form of recirculated gas composition evolution

For derivation of the general form, we add n to the subscript,

which denotes the nth purge. As shown in Fig. (C.11), the cycle

starts with n ¼ 0, from t0 at an initial mole fraction of xRj;0. The

first step is the purge event from xRj;0 to xRj;0. The cycle then

continues, and the gas composition may evolve from cycle to

cycle, but the cycle duration, tc, and the extent of recirculated

gas purged per cycle, u, are assumed constant for now.

Balance over the purge event for recirculated gas is

xR
j;n�1N

R|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
Post�purge

state

¼ xR
j;n�1N

R|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
Pre�purge

state

� xR
j;n�1uN

R|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Gas removed

from recirc: loop

þ xf
juN

R|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
Gas added

to recirc: loop

¼xR
j;n�1ð1�uÞNR þ xf

juN
R:

(C.1)

Balance over the following dead-ended period for the

recirculated gas is

xR
j;nN

R|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
Pre�purge

state

¼ xR
j;n�1N

R|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
Post�purge

state

þ xf
j N

c|ffl{zffl}
Gas added

to recirc: loop

� Nc
j :|{z}

Gas consumed

from recirc: loop

(C.2)

The whole cycle is defined by the recursive equations
Fig. C.11 e Illustration of recirculated gas composition evolution

and continues towards quasi-steady state as n increases.
For n¼0 :

8>>><>>>:
xR
j;0

xR
j;0

DxR
j;0

(C.3)

For n � 1 :

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
xR
j;n ¼ xR

j;n�1 þ
xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR

xR
j;n�1 ¼ xR

j;n�1ð1� uÞ þ xf
ju

DxR
j;n�1 ¼ xR

j;n�1 � xR
j;n�1:

(C.4)

By substituting the purge Eq. (C.1) into dead-end Eq. (C.2),

we can solve the pre-purge mole fraction as

xR
j;n ¼ xR

j;n�1 þ
xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR ¼ xR
j;n�1ð1�uÞþ xf

juþ
xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR (C.5)

and by substituting here the dead-end Eq. (C.2), the post-purge

mole fraction can be solved as

By shifting the purgeeq. (C.1) index n by þ1 we get

xR
j;n ¼ xR

j;nð1�uÞ þ xf
ju; (C.6)

xR
j;n ¼xR

j;nð1�uÞþxf
ju¼

 
xR
j;n�1 þ

xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR

!
ð1�uÞþxf

ju

¼xR
j;n�1ð1�uÞþ xf

juþ ð1�uÞ
xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR :

(C.7)

Furthermore, we have that

DxR
j;n ¼ xR

j;n �xR
j;n ¼DxR

j;n�1ð1�uÞ þ u
xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR : (C.8)

Thus, we have a recursive series as a solution for n � 1:

xR
j;n ¼ xR

j;n�1ð1�uÞþxf
juþ

xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR (C.9)

xR
j;n ¼ xR

j;n�1ð1�uÞþxf
juþ ð1�uÞ

xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR (C.10)
in general case. The evolution starts from initial point, xRj;0,
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DxR
j;n ¼DxR

j;n�1ð1�uÞ þ u
xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR : (C.11)

We can also derive an explicit form from the recursive

equations. Let us denote that

a¼1� u (C.12)

b¼xf
juþ

xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR (C.13)

c¼ xf
juþ ð1�uÞ

xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR (C.14)

d¼u
xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR : (C.15)

After which we have

For n¼ 0 :

8>>><>>>:
xR
j;0

xR
j;0

DxR
j;0

(C.16)

For n � 1 :

8>>><>>>:
xR
j;n ¼ xR

j;n�1aþ b

xR
j;n ¼ xR

j;n�1aþ c

DxR
j;n ¼ DxR

j;n�1aþ d:

(C.17)

By investigating the first recursion, we notice that for n � 1:

xR
j;n¼xR

j;0a
nþb

Xn�1

k¼0

ak

¼xR
j;0a

nþb
1�an

1�a
¼xR

j;0a
n�b

an

1�a
þ b
1�a

¼
�
xR
j;0�

b
1�a

�
anþ b

1�a
:

(C.18)

And for the two others in similar manner we have

xR
j;n ¼

�
xR
j;0 �

c
1� a

�
an þ c

1� a
(C.19)

DxR
j;n ¼

�
DxR

j;0 �
d

1� a

�
an þ d

1� a
: (C.20)

For the new variables we get

b
1� a

¼xf
j þ

1
u

xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR (C.21)

c
1� a

¼xf
j þ

1� u

u

xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR (C.22)

d
1� a

¼
xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR : (C.23)

Thus, we finally have that

xR
j;n ¼

 
xR
j;0 � xf

j �
1
u

xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR

!
ð1� uÞn þ xf

j þ
1
u

xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR (C.24)
xR
j;n ¼

 
xR
j;0 � xf

j �
1� u

u

xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR

!
ð1� uÞn þ xf

j þ
1� u

u

xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR

(C.25)

DxR
j;n ¼

 
DxR

j;0 �
xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR

!
ð1� uÞn þ

xf
j N

c �Nc
j

NR : (C.26)

These solutions may be used to solve the time evolution

from fuel cell start-up to the steady state, while purge cycle

duration and valve duty is kept the same. When the operation

parameters are changed, the formulas may be updated

accordingly, and the final gas compositions with original pa-

rameters may be fed into the updated equations as the initial

gas composition.

By choosing that xRj;0 ¼ 0, Eq. (C.24) is equivalent to the one

used previously by Matsuda et al. in Ref. [17] to calculate the

amount of impurities in purged gas.

D. Characteristic curves and time mappings

Linear accumulation slope
For species with linear accumulation (j ¼ H2, N2, CH4) the

dead-end slope is determined by

_xR
j ðtÞNR ¼xf

j
_nc � _nr

j � _nm
j � _nl

j

zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{¼� _ncj

: (D.1)

By rearranging we find that

_xR
j ðtÞ¼

xf
j
_nc � _nr

j � _nm
j � _nl

j

NR ; (D.2)

where we can see, that if the recirculated gas volume NR, fuel

quality xf
j , and the molar flow rates including total consump-

tion _nc, reactions _nr
j , membrane crossover _nm

j and leaks _nl
j all

stay constant, also the accumulation slope is expected to

remain constant with time.

By denoting the constant slope of _xRj as aj, we can write the

recirculated gas mole fraction during the dead-ended period

0 � t � tc as

xR
j ðtÞ¼xR

j þajt¼xR
j þ ajðt� tcÞ; (D.3)

where xR
j ¼ xR

j ðt¼ 0Þ and xR
j ¼ xR

j ðt ¼ tcÞ. Moreover, we have

that

DxR
j ¼ xR

j � xR
j ¼ ajtc: (D.4)

For the purge event we have

xR
j N

R ¼ xR
j N

R � xR
j uN

R þ xf
juN

R (D.5)

from where we are able to solve that

DxR
j ¼ xR

j �xR
j ¼u

�
xR
j � xf

j

�
: (D.6)

From Eqs. (D.4) and (D.6) we get a relation

ajtc ¼u
�
xR
j �xf

j

�
(D.7)

and moreover that
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xR
j ðtcÞ¼

1
u
ajtc þ xf

j (D.8)

xR
j ðtcÞ¼

1� u

u
ajtc þ xf

j : (D.9)

Thus, we are able to determine the pre- and post-purge

mole fractions, xR
j and xR

j , as a function of the purge cycle

duration tc.

Based on Eqs. (D.8) and (D.9), we observe that when the

purge cycle duration tc approaches zero, xRj and xRj both

approach the fuel molar fraction xfj . From Eq. (D.4) we also see

that DxRj approaches zero.

As the trajectory of the recirculated gas composition is

determined by the slope aj, we should be able to map trajec-

tories xRj ðtÞ recorded with varying cycle length tc to form a

characteristic curve defined as

xR
j ðt'Þ¼ xf

j þ ajt'; (D.10)

where t' ¼ uðtcÞ þ t is a mapping function for the time axis. In

this case, the constant linear slope aj restricts that uðtcÞ ¼ tc,

and the mapping is simply given as

t'¼ tþ tc: (D.11)

Thus, by shifting each linear dead-end trajectory by its

particular purge cycle duration tc, all the data points should

fall over the curve given by Eq. (D.10).

Exponential accumulation slope
In the case of j ¼ CO2 we cannot consider the membrane

permeation to be constant, and the dead-end accumulation

slope is instead described by

_xR
j ðtÞNR ¼xf

j
_nc� _nr

j�k'
�
xR
j ðtÞ � x'j

�
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

¼ _nmj

� _nl
j

zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{¼� _ncj

(D.12)

By rearranging we get that

s _xR
j ðtÞþxR

j ðtÞ ¼ b; (D.13)

where

s¼NR

k'
(D.14)

b¼
xf
j
_nc � _nr

j � _nl
j þ k'x'j

k'
: (D.15)

If we again assume that s and b stay constant with respect

to the purge cycle duration tc, we can write the recirculated

gas mole fraction during the dead-ended period 0 � t � tc as

xR
j ðtÞ¼ bþ

�
xR
j �b

�
e�t=s ¼bþ

�
xR
j � b

�
eðtc�tÞ=s; (D.16)

where again xR
j ¼ xR

j ðt¼ 0Þ and xR
j ¼ xR

j ðt ¼ tcÞ. The pre- and

post-purge values are related through
xR
j ¼bþ

�
xR
j � b

�
e�tc=s: (D.17)

For the difference we get

DxR
j ¼xR

j �xR
j ¼ �

�
xR
j �b

��
1� e�tc=s

�
: (D.18)

The purge event equation is the same as in the linear case,

thus using Eqs. (D.6) and (D.18) we have and

u
�
xR
j �xf

j

�
¼ �

�
xR
j �b

��
1� e�tc=s

�
(D.19)

by further employing (D.17), we get

xR
j ðtcÞ¼

u
�
xf
j � b

�
1� ð1� uÞe�tc=s

þ b (D.20)

xR
j ðtcÞ¼

u
�
xf
j � b

�
e�tc=s

1� ð1� uÞe�tc=s
þ b (D.21)

DxR
j ðtcÞ¼

�u
�
xf
j � b

��
1� e�tc=s

�
1� ð1� uÞe�tc=s

: (D.22)

When tc approaches zero, we see that xR
j and xR

j both approach

the fuel molar fraction xf
j , and DxR

j approaches zero.

Based on this we may look for a mapping t' ¼ uðtcÞ þ t for

the characteristic curve of form

xR
j ðt'Þ¼ bþ

�
xf
j �b

�
e�t'=s: (D.23)

When t' ¼ uþ tc, the characteristic curve should equal to

xR
j ðt ¼ tcÞ ¼ xR

j , thus by using Eq. (D.17) we may write

xR
j ðt'¼uþ tcÞ¼xR

j (D.24)

bþ
�
xf
j �b

�
e�u=se�t=s ¼ xR

j ¼bþ
�
xR
j �b

�
e�tc=s; (D.25)

and we get

u¼ � sln

0@xR
j � b

xf
j � b

1A: (D.26)

Using Eq. (D.20) we finally have that

t'¼ t� sln
� u

1� ð1� uÞe�tc=s

�
: (D.27)

To use this mapping function, we additionally need to fix

the values for s and u.

E. Measurement of leaks and volumes

Following the fuel cell measurements, the system was dried

by flushing the stack and piping with N2. The total leak rate

and volume of the entire anode fuel supply compartment,

including the sampling loop, was determined using a method

described previously in Ref. [7]. The compartment was pres-

surised with controlled N2 flow by a mass flow controller

(MFC) and the pressure decay over the next days was recor-

ded. This resulted in a leak curve, parametrised by the anode

compartment over-pressure with respect to ambient

pressure.
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Fig. E12 e Layout of the fuel cell system anode

measurement set-up, including main instruments and

division into gas volume sections. The volumes of each

section are shown together with their respective labels.

This figure also displays the fuel flow throttling and gas

sampling loop arrangements.
Table E.8 e Pressure, temperature and humidity conditions listed for each anode volume section. The weights for sections
with two alternate conditions (p, T, xH2O) are shown in the rightmost column.

Label Location Volume (w.b.) Pressure Temperature Vapour content Weight

B Stack inlet 74 ml pi Ti xiH2O 1

C Stack 282 ml pi Ti xiH2O 0.5

po To xoH2O 0.5

D1 Stack outlet and recirc. pump inlet 108 ml po To xoH2O 0.3

po TR xRH2O 0.7

D2 Purge valve branch 38 ml po Tamb xamb
H2O 1

D3 Recirc. pump 45 ml po TR xRH2O 0.5

pR TR xRH2O 0.5

D4 Recirc. pump outlet 55 ml pR TR xRH2O 1

G GC sampling loop 56 ml po Tamb xamb
H2O 0.5

pi Tamb xamb
H2O 0.5
In addition to the total volume, the volume of each section

shown in Fig. E12 was determined using the same method, by

eliminating sections one by one from the total volume.

Determining individual section volumes is important because

of the differing conditions with respect to pressure, temper-

ature and water vapour content. These all affect the mole

amount of each section and consequently the effective recir-

culated gas mole amount NR.

The pressure at stack inlet, pi, and at recirculation loop, pR,

are determined directly from sensor readings, whereas the

stack outlet pressure, po, is calculated from the inlet and dif-

ferential pressuremeasurements, pi � dp, as shown in Fig. E12.

The temperatures are also directlymeasured at the stack inlet,

Ti, outlet, To, and recirculation loop, TR. In addition, we were

measuring the ambient temperature Tamb. The water vapour
content at the stack inlet, xiH2O, and at recirculation pump

outlet, xRH2O, were measured directly by humidity probes Hi

and HR. The stack outlet water content, xoH2O, was determined

from To by assuming that the gas is saturated with water. The

ambient water content, xamb
H2O, was determined in the same

manner from Tamb.

Table E8 shows the various conditions considered for each

compartment section. For some sections, we have two con-

ditions, whereby we assume a distribution shown under the

Weight-column in Table E8. Applying these to Eq. (B.9) we

get
NR ¼xi
H2O

xR
H2O

�
1�xR

H2O

�ðVB þ 0:5VCÞT0

Ti

pi

p0

þð0:5VC þ 0:3VD1ÞT0

To

po

p0

�
1� xo

H2O

�
þð0:7VD1 þ0:5VD3ÞT0

TR

po

p0

�
1�xR

H2O

�
þð0:5VD3 þVD4Þ T0

TR

pR

p0

�
1�xR

H2O

�
þ VD2

T0

Tamb

po

p0

�
1� xamb

H2O

�þ VG
T0

Tamb

po þ pi

2p0

�
1� xamb

H2O

�
:

(E.1)

As the leaks were measured at ambient temperature and

with N2 as the working fluid, we need to convert this leak to

more closely match the operation conditions.
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Table F.10 e Errors reported for the measurement
instruments. RD stands for reading and FS for full scale
output.

Variable Instrument and error characteristics

Hi;Hr Humidity probe, Vaisala HMT337

±(0.015RD þ 1.5 RH-%)

Ti;Tr Temperature probe, Vaisala HMT337

±(0.0025RD þ 0.15 �C)

To Thermocouple probe, K-type ±1:5 �C

Tamb Temperature probe, Vaisala HMP110 ±0:5 �C

pi;pR;pf Pressure transmitter, First sensor CTE9001

±1.0 mbarg

dp Pressure transmitter, Omega PX2300-5DI
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Based on the size of the leak, we assume that the flow is on

viscous flow region. The viscosity of a gas mixture at low

pressure may be estimated by

m¼
P

jxjmj

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Mj

pP
jxj

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Mj

p ; (E.2)

where xj is the molar fraction, mj viscosity, and Mj the molar

weight of species j [28]. The viscosity dependence on temper-

ature for a species at low pressures may be approximated by

mj ¼Aj þ BjTþ CjT
2; (E.3)

where T is the temperature in K, and Aj, Bj, Cj are species

dependent constants, provided in Table E9 for the species

used in this work [28].
Table E.9 e Temperature dependence constants for
viscosity [28], to be used in conjunction with Eq. (E.3).

Species j Aj (Pa s) Bj (Pa s K�1) Cj (Pa s K�2)

H2 21.87e-1 22.20e-3 �37.51e-7

N2 30.43e-1 49.89e-3 �109.3e-7

H2O �31.89e-1 41.45e-3 �8.272e-7

CO2 �3.793e-1 46.45e-3 �72.76e-7

CH4 15.96e-1 34.39e-3 �81.40e-7

±0.86 mbarg

_nf Flow meter, Bronkhorst El-Flow F-111AC

±(0.005RDþ 0.001FS) (Repeatability <0.002RD)

Flow calibrator, Mesa Labs Defender 530þ
±0.001RD

I Electronic load, Chroma 63203 ±(0.002RD þ
0.001FS) ¼ ±0.8 A at 117.0 A Current meter,

Fluke 336 ±(0.002RD þ 3 counts)

¼ ±0.5 A at 117.5 A

E Cell voltage monitoring module, NI 9206

±0.69 mV

xCH4;xCO2 Methaniser & FID detector, Agilent 6890N

±0.02RD

xH2;xN2 TCD detector, Agilent 6890 N ±0.1 mol-%
Finally, we may convert a leak rate _nl
1 recorded with

mixture m1 at T1 to a leak rate _nl
2 at our operating conditions

with m2 and T2 by using the relation

_nl
2 ¼

m1ðT1Þ
m2ðT2Þ

_nl
1: (E.4)

F. Error propagation from instrumentation

In all of the calculations, we have used error estimates based

on the instrument accuracies provided by the manufacturer,

which are shown in Table F10. These errors were propagated

through the calculations using [2-norm for uncorrelated var-

iables and [1-norm for correlated variables.

In the case of absolute mass flow measurement values, we

have used the full accuracy formula to specify the error. How-

ever, when comparing the ratio of two flow values, such as with

the fuel purge fraction,we have instead used the repeatability as

the error. The mass flow instruments used in this work were

calibratedwith theMesaLabsflowcalibrator shown inTable F10.

As the electronic load had only an accuracy of ±0.8 A at our

operation point, we also measured the current with a Fluke 336

clamp meter, which provided an accuracy of ±0.5 A at 117.5 A

current.

For the GC, the accuracy is based on the calibration mix-

tures used for FID and TCD. The FID was calibrated with a gas

containing 10.2 ± 0.2 mol-ppm of CH4 and 10.1 ± 0.2 mol-ppm

of CO2. The TCD was calibrated with a set of H2=N2 mixtures

containing 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 mol-% of H2 in N2.

G. Fitting process description

The mol-ppm data measured by FID for CH4 and CO2 and the

mol-% data measured by TCD for H2 and N2 were fitted by

using MATLAB®'s nlinfit routine.
The data points were weighed with reciprocal of their

relative error, which was 2 % for H2, N2, CH4, and the sum

function, and 10 % for CO2.

The fitting approach was two-fold. In the first round the

original data was mapped using Eq. (D.11) for H2, N2 and CH4,

and Eq. (D.27) for CO2.

The idea of the mapping is to align the data into a char-

acteristic curve independent of the purge cycle duration tc.

This allows simultaneous fit using data from all purge cycle

duration cases. Because the mapping preserves the shape of

the data and only shifts the origin along t-axis, the fit pa-

rameters a, b and s stay invariant during the mapping.

The mapped data was then fitted individually for each

species, with the following functions

xS
j ðt'Þ¼ xS

j;0 þ ajt' (G.1)

for j ¼ H2, N2, CH4, and for CO2.

xS
CO2ðt'Þ¼ bþ

�
xS
CO2;0 � b

�
e�t'=s (G.2)

for CO2.

As these functions do not yet take into account the mixing

at the beginning of the curves, the data over the first 35 s was

excluded, together with the outliers present at t> 310 s.

Because the time mapping function for CO2 has unknown

parameters u and s, a rough optimisation routine was done

finding that the R2 value of the final fit function is maximized

with u ¼ 0:5 and s ¼ 230 s. Using this approach means that
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Table H.12 e Cathode side gas flow rates, and conditions
at stack inlet and outlet.

Purge cycle duration tc

400 s 200 s 100 s

Air flow (d.b.) and stoichiometry

_nair (ln min-1) 49 ± 1 49 ± 1 49 ± 1

lair 2.51 ± 0.05 2.50 ± 0.05 2.51 ± 0.05

Cathode stack inlet conditions
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the resulting CO2 data fit parameters cannot be used for pre-

dicting u or 4 values.

The resulting fit parameters are shown in Table G.11 and

the actual fit functions and goodness of fit parameters are

displayed in Fig. 8.

From here on we can also solve the corresponding sample

pre- and post-purge values for each species and tc as follows

xS
j ðtcÞ¼xS

j;0 þ 2ajtc (G.3)

j ¼ H2, N2, CH4, and

xS
CO2ðtcÞ¼

u
�
xS
CO2;0 � b

�
1� ð1� uÞe�tc=s

þ b (G.4)

for CO2.

With the parameters solved from the first round, the next

step was to include the mixing effect. As all the data was

measured using same sampling system, we assume that the

mixing time scale t is the same for each sampled species. As

suggested by the constant 35 s duration of themixing between

all the cases, we also assume that t does not changed with

respect to the purge cycle duration tc.

Thus, with all the other variables solved, t is the only de-

gree of freedom left for the group of fits, defined as

xS
j ðt; tcÞ¼xS

j ðtcÞ þ aj

�
t� tc

�
1� e�t=t

��
(G.5)

for j ¼ H2, N2 and CH4, and for CO2 as

xS
CO2ðt; tcÞ¼bþ �xS

CO2ðtcÞ�b
��
e�t=s �ge�t=t

�
; (G.6)

where g ¼ ð1 � e�tc=sÞ =ð1 � e�tc=tÞ.
The resulting fits, shown in Fig. 7, give access to themixing

time scale t ¼ 15±1sthat allows solving the recirculated gas

composition evolution variables as follows.

xR
j ðtcÞ¼xS

j ðtcÞ þ ajt (G.7)

xR
CO2ðtcÞ¼bþ �xS

CO2ðtcÞ�b
�s� t

s
: (G.8)
Table G.11 e Resulting fit parameters from the first fitting
round. The fits are plotted together with the data in Fig. 8.

Fit data Result parameter and error

xSH2ðt'Þ aH2 ¼ -(0.0339 ± 0.0007) mol� %s�1

xSH2;0 ¼ (100.0 ± 0.3) mol-%

xSN2ðt'Þ aN2 ¼ (0.0339 ± 0.0007) mol� %s�1

xSN2;0 ¼ -(0.1 ± 0.3) mol-%

xSCH4ðt'Þ aCH4 ¼ (0.47 ± 0.01) mol-ppm s-1

xSCH4;0 ¼ -(3 ± 4) mol-ppm

xSCO2ðt'Þ bCO2 ¼ (1060 ± 130) mol-ppm

xSCO2;0 ¼ -(70 ± 120) mol-ppm

sCO2 ¼ (230 ± 70) s

pcat;i (mbarg) 134 ± 1 134 ± 1 136 ± 1

Tcat;i (
�C) 73.9 ± 0.3 73.9 ± 0.3 73.7 ± 0.3

Hcat;i (RH-%) 83 ± 3 82 ± 3 80 ± 3

xcat;iH2O (mol-%) 27 ± 1 26 ± 1 25.4 ± 0.9

Cathode stack outlet conditions

pcat;o (mbarg) 9 ± 1 8 ± 1 8 ± 1

Tcat;o ð�CÞ 82.1 ± 0.4 82.3 ± 0.4 82.4 ± 0.4

Hcat;o (RH-%) 69 ± 3 67 ± 3 66 ± 3

xcat;oH2O (mol-%) 35 ± 1 35 ± 1 34 ± 1
The final recirculated gas pre- and post-purge composition

values are given in Table 4.

In addition, for the x-axis intersection points of the char-

acteristic curves we find that
xR
j;0 ¼xS

j;0 þ ajt (G.9)

xR
CO2;0 ¼ bþ

�
xS
CO2;0 � b

� s� t

s
: (G.10)

H. Calculation of membrane permeability

The gas permeation rates through the membrane can be

calculated from the following formula

_nm
j ¼ km

j

Am

dm

�
xan
j ðw:b:Þpan � xcat

j ðw:b:Þpcat

�
; (H.1)

where km
j is the membrane permeability for species j,

Am ¼ 195 cm2 is the membrane area, dm ¼ 18 mm is the

membrane thickness, xan
k and xcat

k are the average molar frac-

tions over the membrane at the anode and cathode, and pan

and pcat the average absolute pressures over the membrane at

the anode and cathode. Note that in this formula, the molar

fractions are in wet basis, and dry basis values are given from

xjðw:b:Þ¼ xjðd:b:Þð1�xH2OÞ: (H.2)

The pressures and gas composition s are approximated as

an average from stack inlet and outlet conditions. Table H.12

gives the recorded cathode side gas flow rates, humidities

and temperatures.
The dry air fed to cathode side was assumed to contain

78.084 mol-% of N2, 29.946 mol-% of O2, 400 mol-ppm of CO2,

and 1.79 mol-ppm of CH4.
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